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Abstract

The aim of this thesis was to identify topologically protected states in the

materials SnTe and Fe3Sn2. Such states are currently receiving a large amount

of interest due to their applications for spintronic devices. Recently SnTe was

discovered to be a crystalline topological insulator, a state of matter where its

surface is highly conducting while the bulk remains insulating. However detection

of these surface states is difficult using transport measurements, since the bulk is

not totally insulating but still contains a large number of free carriers.

SnTe undergoes a rhombohedral structural distortion on cooling caused by

a soft transverse optic phonon, with the exact Tc strongly dependent on the

carrier concentration. The distortion acts to lower crystal symmetry removing

some of the symmetries that protect the surface state. Single crystal samples

displaying the structural transition were grown and investigated using inelastic

X-ray scattering to measure the phonon softening previously reported by other

authors. The soft phonon was seen to recover again after distortion indicative

of a 2nd order ferroelectric transition. This is the first reported discovery of the

recovery showing the distortion is ferroelectric in nature.

Shubnikov de Haas quantum oscillations were measured to study the Fermi

surface under ambient and high hydrostatic pressure conditions. A distortion of

the Fermi surface caused by the structural transition was evident, resulting in 4

distinct oscillation frequencies. However at applied pressures above 6 kbar, the

transition was suppressed and only 1 oscillation measured. A two component

Hall response also becomes apparent under high pressure. The possible origin of

this and its relation to possible surface states is discussed.

The anomalous Hall effect was also measured in the ferromagnet Fe3Sn2 which

has a bilayer Kagome structure. Previous measurements on polycrystalline Fe3Sn2

suggested a non-collinear spin rotation from the spins pointing along the c-axis
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at high temperature to lying in the a-b plane below 80 K. A spin glass phase is

then expected below 80 K. Single crystal magnetisation measurements carried

out in this thesis show the spins are in the a-b plane at high temperatures

and begin to display a ferromagnetic component along the c-axis approaching

80 K. The difference is accounted for by considering the demagnetising factor

in the plate shaped single crystals. For this temperature range an applied field

along the c-direction however rotates the moments towards c. At intermediate

fields there are strong features evident in both the anomalous Hall effect and

magnetoresistance. These features may be due to a topological Hall effect caused

by a non-collinear spin structure. The possible existence of Skyrmion excitations

was also recently discussed theoretically in Fe3Sn2. Our data is more suggestive

of static Skyrmions known to cause topological Hall effects in MnSi.
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Lay Summary

In this thesis I describe the research I have done during my PhD to identify

topologically protected states using transport measurements. Such protected

states are currently receiving a large amount of interest due to their possible

applications in spintronic devices. The research was split into two projects

working on different materials, namely single crystals of SnTe and Fe3Sn2.

SnTe was recently discovered to be a crystalline topological insulator, where

its surfaces are highly conducting and are topologically protected by the mirror

symmetry of the lattice. However on cooling it undergoes a rhombohedral

distortion that lowers the crystal symmetry, destroying some of the surface states.

Single crystal samples were grown and the phonon dispersion curves measured

using inelastic X-ray scattering. A soft transverse optic phonon was seen to

recover again after distortion indicating the transition is ferroelectric in nature.

Transport measurements under ambient and high hydrostatic pressure conditions

contained Shubnikov de Haas quantum oscillations. The oscillations showed the

distortion is suppressed at pressures above 6 kbar and a two component Hall

response also becomes apparent, possibly due to the surface states, is discussed.

The ferromagnet Fe3Sn2 was also investigated and compared to previous

measurements on polycrystals by other authors who suggested a non-collinear spin

rotation from the c-axis to the a-b plane on cooling. Single crystal magnetisation

measurements carried out in this thesis show the spins are in the a-b plane at

high temperatures and rotate towards the c-axis on cooling. The difference is

accounted for by the demagnetising factor of the single crystals. For small applied

fields along the c-axis, there are strong features in both the anomalous Hall effect

and magnetoresistance. These may possibly be due to a topological Hall effect

like that seen in MnSi caused by static Skyrmions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter introduces the recently discovered states known as topological

insulators. First the idea of Berry phases and topology is discussed in relation

to Bloch bands. This is followed by examples of topological insulators such as

Bi2Te3. The new class of materials known as crystalline topological insulators

is then considered, of which SnTe is an example. A literature review of SnTe is

given along with a brief introduction to the theory behind the observed structural

transition in this material. Fermi surface measurements are also discussed via

quantum oscillations.

1.1 The Berry Phase and Topological Insulators

Traditionally transport phenomena in crystals are treated within the semiclassical

formalism. Macroscopic crystals are defined by their periodic unit cell, that

contains all of the structural and symmetry information. Electronic states are

then described in terms of crystal momentum k, where the unit cell in momentum

space is called the Brillouin zone. The conduction electrons are treated as being

in a periodic potential u(r) and are described by Bloch waves ψnk(r) of the form

ψnk(r) = eik·runk(r) (1.1)

where n is known as the band index, since many Bloch waves exist at each value

of k. Due to the periodicity

unk(r + R) = unk(r) (1.2)
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1.1. The Berry Phase and Topological Insulators

Figure 1.1: An example of parallel transport around a closed path C. A tangent
vector shown as the red arrow begins at the North pole and moves along the surface
of the sphere. During its travel it does not rotate perpendicularly to the surface.
Upon completion of C, shown as the green line, the vector has now gained a
geometrical angle γ(C).

where R is any reciprocal lattice vector, all distinct Bloch waves occur within the

first Brillouin zone. Each ψnk(r) defined and in the Brillouin zone are eigenstates

of the Hamiltonian Hk with energy eigenvalues εnk. The set of electronic levels

specifed by εn(k) define the energy band structure of the solid. The Fermi surface

is then made up of partially filled bands. An electron within a band, n, when

placed in an external electric field has a group velocity

vn(k) =
1

h̄
∇kεn(k) (1.3)

which is of fundamental importance in describing the transport properties in the

solid.

However it has now been widely acknowledged that equation (1.3) is not

totally complete, but that an extra velocity term arises due to the Berry phase.

The Berry phase belongs to the field of holonomy and is a geometrical phase

angle caused by parallel transport [1]. An example of parallel transport is shown

in Figure 1.1. A particle with a tangent vector begins on the north pole. As

2
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it moves along the surface of the sphere, following the green path, it does not

rotate about an axis perpendicular to the surface. When the particle returns to

the North pole it is not at its initial direction but at an angle γ(C).

Berry [2] showed a quantum state will acquire such a geometrical phase γ(C),

during an adiabatic evolution of the system. The state is described by a time

dependent Hamiltonian and set of parameters given by R = (R1, R2, ....). Then

H = H(R), R = R(t) (1.4)

and R(t) moves slowly along a closed path C in parameter space. The original

state |n,R(0)〉 will have evolved to |n,R(t)〉 and the eigenstate |ψ〉 gained a

geometric phase component γn. This angle, γn, is called the Berry phase. For a

closed path C in the adiabatic regime R(t) = R(0) and |ψ(t)〉 must satisfy the

time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE). Then from the TDSE the Berry

phase, γn, is obtained

γn = i
∮
C
dR · 〈n,R|∇R|n,R〉 (1.5)

usually written

γn =
∮
C
dR ·An(R) (1.6)

where A(R) = i〈n,R|∇R|n,R〉 is a vector valued function known as the Berry

potential or Berry connection which is gauge-dependent. The Berry potential can

then be described as a gauge field tensor using Stokes theorem, described in Xiao

et al. [3], where

Ωn(R) = ∇R ×An(R) (1.7)

γn =
∫
S
dS ·Ωn(R) (1.8)

and Ωn(R) is the Berry curvature, which is gauge invariant.

The Berry curvature can also be written as a sum over all eigenstates, the

simplest case being a 2 level system. Xiao et al. [3] describe a 2-level system with

a Hamiltonian of the form

H = h(R) · σ (1.9)

where σ are the Pauli matrices. The direction of h(R) in space is the control

parameter of the Hamiltonian with azimuthal angle θ and polar angle φ, on a

3
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sphere S2. The two eigenstates with energies ±h are then

| u−〉 =

 sin θ
2
e−iφ

− cos θ
2

 , | u+〉 =

 cos θ
2
e−iφ

sin θ
2

 (1.10)

and an arbitrary phase could be added if needed. The Berry connection for the

lower energy level is then

Aθ = 〈u | i∂θu〉 = 0 (1.11)

Aφ = 〈u | i∂φu〉 = sin2 θ

2
(1.12)

and the Berry curvature

Ωθφ = ∂θAφ − ∂φAθ =
1

2
sin θ. (1.13)

If a new gauge is chosen by multiplying | u−〉 by eiφ, the Berry connections are

Aθ = 0 and Aφ = − cos2 θ
2

while Ωθφ remains the same. In this case, the Berry

phase corresponding to any given path on the sphere S2 is just half the solid angle

of the path. The integral of the Berry curvature over the sphere is then

∫
S2
dθdφΩθφ = 2π (1.14)

i.e. is quantised in units of 2mπ where m, in this case equal to 1, is known as the

Chern number.

Bloch bands can also be imagined to form a closed surface like the surface at

fixed h in the two level model above. Consider an external electric field applied to

a Bloch electron. The electrostatic potential φ(r) due to the uniform electric field

E would grow linearly in space because φ(r) = −E · r breaking the periodicity

so Bloch’s theorem could not be applied. To get around this let the electric field

come from a time dependent vector potential A(t) then the Hamiltonian is

H =
1

2m
(p− eA(t))2 + V (r) (1.15)

where V is the potential of the ions and for a constant electric field A(t) = −Et.

Transforming to the k space

H(k, t) = H(k +
e

h̄
A(t)) (1.16)
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giving k(t) = k0 − eEt/h̄. Then k’s equation of motion is

k̇ = − e
h̄

E (1.17)

so the group velocity of the electrons in an applied electric field, is given by

vn(k) =
1

h̄
∇kεn(k)− e

h̄
E×Ωn(k) (1.18)

where Ωn(k) is the berry curvature of the Bloch band

Ω(k) = ∇k × 〈un(k)|i∇k|un(k)〉 (1.19)

in k space [3]. So by letting k play the role of the parameter R in the previous 2

level example a Berry curvature is defined Ω(k), which alters the response of the

electron from that of equation (1.3). This extra velocity term e
h̄
E×Ωn(k) acting

perpendicularly to the applied field is of fundamental importance in describing

phenomenon such as the anomalous Hall effect (AHE) in ferromagnets discussed

in Chapter 5 or the integer quantum hall effect discussed here.

However there are many cases where the original velocity formula describes

the electron velocity well without the need for the anomalous Berry term. This

is understood by symmetry considerations [3]. In the case of time reversal

symmetry, T ,

Ωn(−k) = −Ωn(k) (1.20)

where vn(k) and k have changed sign but E doesn’t. For inversion symmetry, P ,

Ωn(−k) = Ωn(k) (1.21)

where vn(k), k and E have changed sign. If a system contains both these

symmetry operations then the Berry curvature of the Bloch bands will be zero.

Therefore either T or P must be broken for Berry phase effects to be observable.

As already mentioned the (AHE) in ferromagnets where T is broken contains

an anomalous velocity e
h̄
E×Ωn(k). Another example of broken T and observable

Berry effects is the integer quantum Hall effect (IQHE) in a 2 dimensional gas

of electrons. In a normal current carrying 3D metal when a magnetic field, B,

is applied perpendicular to the current direction, the electrons experience the
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Lorentz force, giving them a cyclotron motion of frequency ωc = eB/m* for

carriers with charge e and effective mass m*. This results in a voltage appearing

across the sample which will be proportional to B, known as the normal Hall

effect. In the case of an electron gas confined to 2 dimensions for an applied

magnetic field the band structure is made up of equally spaced Landau levels [4]

(see section 1.2.3 for description of Landau levels). If the Fermi level lies between

the levels then its just a 2 dimensional band insulator.

For a non-zero value of Ωkxky the Hall conductivity will then come from

summing up all the velocities of all occupied bands

σxy =
e2

h̄

∫ d2k

(2π)2
Ωkxky . (1.22)

If this integral is carried out for the whole of the Brillouin zone which is a closed

surface then it must be equal to an integer. Thus for a full Brillouin zone the

Hall conductivity is quantised in units of e2

h̄
i.e.

σxy =
ne2

h
(1.23)

where n is an integer. The Chern number for each filled band gives the number

of units it contributes.

A more complete discussion shows how a periodic lattice is constructed and

why the Chern number for each band is non-zero [5]. Since the bulk is an insulator

the Hall current is carried around the edge of the specimen and the gap is required

to close there. The edge currents are chiral where all electrons move in the same

direction as shown in Figure 1.2 (a). They are also robust against scattering since

there are no availble states to back scatter into.

In 2005, Kane and Mele [6] predicted the existence of the quantum spin Hall

effect in 2 dimensions by considering the effect of the spin-orbit interaction (SOI)

between the electrons spin and orbital momentum. The SOI splits the bands.

Pairs of spin-split bands can cross resulting in pairs of filled bands with equal

and opposite Chern numbers so overall T is conserved and no external magnetic

field is required. The edge states then consist of up spins going round the sample

in one direction while the down spins travel in the opposite direction as shown in

Figure 1.2 (b). Even though electrons move forward and backward at the same

edge, backscattering is forbidden because an electron needs to flip its spin which
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Figure 1.2: (a) The chiral edge states in the integer quantum Hall state.
On meeting an impurity there are no states to backscatter into and the
current continues around. (b) The quantum spin insulator, there are now
counterpropagating channels of up (blue) and down (red) spins. This state is
also topological and but now protected by time reversal symmetry.

requires the breaking of T . They are then topologically protected and can be

thought of as two copies of integer quantum Hall effect. Two metallic edge states

of opposite spins then cross the band gap while the bulk remains insulating.

Although Kane and Mele discussed graphene in their paper its SOI is

actually quite weak. This pointed towards heavier elements with a larger SOI.

König et al . [7] carried out experiments on semiconductor HgTe/CdTe quantum

wells where HgTe was sandwiched between CdTe layers. CdTe is a semiconductor

with a s-type conduction band and a p-type valence band. However in HgTe for

thick enough samples (thicker than 6.3 nm) the band structure is inverted so

the p bands rise above the s bands caused by the SOI. König et al. measured

the resistance of samples thin enough where SOI was not able to cause the band

inversion and they were highly resistive. For samples thicker than 6.3 nm where

band inversion occured, resistance along the sample descreased dramatically

caused by the quantum spin insulator state. This experiment proved the existence

of the quantum spin insulator, where the conductance is entirely due to the edge

states crossing the energy gap while the bulk of the sample is insulating or in this

case semi-conducting. The strong SOI band inversion is then a requirement for

the quantum spin insulator in HgTe, also known as a 2D topological insulator.

The transition from 2D to 3D topological insulator no longer just causes edge

states but entire surface states, where T is again conserved. There are two classes

of 3D topological insulators, strong and weak. A weak 3D topological insulator

is caused by stacking layers of 2D topological insulator to cause a surface state.

However for the case of strong topological insulators unique surface states are

7
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.3: (a) The ARPES results of Chen et al. [8] showing the Dirac band
at the Γ point along both the K - Γ and M - Γ directions respectively, in the
Brillouin zone of Bi2Te3 (b) ARPES measurements on Bi2Te3 and Bi2−δCaδSe3

carried out by Hsieh et al. [9] around Γ where electron spin has also now been
resolved indicated by the red arrows

possible, even in bulk samples, caused by an electronic band structure with the

shape of the Dirac cone just as in graphene [4]. The bulk of the material is again

insulating and the Dirac cone shape bands cross the bandgap to produce metal

surface states just as the edge states did. Around the Dirac cone there is spin-

momentum locking preventing back scattering and hence T is preserved just as

in the 2D case.

The original materials predicted to be 3D topological insulator materials were

actually widely studied semiconductors such as bismuth based tellurides and

selenides. These materials exhibit a strong SOI and inverted band structures

at certain points in the Brillouin zone, such as the Γ point in Bi2Te3 and Bi2Se3.

The main problem in measuring the conductivity of such states is the separation

between the surface and bulk. While they are semiconductors the bulk carrier

concentration is high and not easily lowered. However the surface states are

detectable using angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) which can

separate bulk and surface state bandstructures with great effect.

ARPES experiments carried out on Bi2Te3 by Chen et al. [8] measured the

8
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.4: (a) The ARPES results of Tanaka et al. [10] on SnTe using a range
of incident energies a Dirac band dispersion is plotted out just away from the X
point labelled Λ (b) The band dispersion at Λ using an energy of 21.2eV near the
Fermi energy

Dirac band crossing the bandgap at Γ, where the band inversion occured, as

shown in Figure 1.3 (a). They were able to clearly separate the bulk valence

band (BVB) and conduction band (BCB) from the surface state band (SSB). D.

Hsieh et al. [9] also carried out ARPES on Bi2Te3 and Ca doped Bi2Se3 to tune

the Fermi energy in the band gap. Their results are shown in Figure 1.4 (b) for

both materials. D. Hsieh et al. were able to resolve the spin in their experiment

indicated by the red arrows, showing the spin-momentum locking protected by

T .

In 2D and 3D topological insulators it is the overall conservation and

protection of T that gives rise to the edge and surface states. However there

are also now examples of what are known as crystalline topological insulators

where space group symmetries of the crystal structure replace the role of T .

T. Hsieh et al. [11] considered the fcc semiconductor material SnTe. Using the

plane of any two L points in the [1,1,1] direction along with the zone centre Γ

point to form a momentum space mirror plane which is invariant about the (1,1,0)

axis, T. Hsieh etal. [11] then considered eigenstates reflected in this mirror plane.

The reflection lead to what are called mirror Chern numbers that cause gapless

modes when projected onto other symmetry lines. For the plane of two L points
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and the Γ point a projection onto the symmetry line ΓX, where X is along the

[1,0,0] direction, cause two gapless Dirac cones along the X − Γ − X line. At

applied magnetic fields T. Hsieh et al. predict the surface states to be quantum

Hall like.

In SnTe a band inversion occurs at the L point when compared to a very

similiar fcc material PbTe. T. Hsieh et al. [11] predicted that SnTe will then be

a crystalline topological insulator by reflection about the L− Γ− L plane while

PbTe will not, because of this inversion. Shortly after the prediction, Tanaka et al.

[10] carried out an ARPES experiment and found Dirac like bands just below the

Fermi energy in SnTe just slightly away from the X point, shown in Figure 1.4.

ARPES was also carried out on PbTe which showed no such bands. In the

material Pb1−xSnxTe going from x = 0 to x = 1 the gap closes (at x ≈ 0.37) and

reopens again inverted as shall be discussed in section 1.2. Therefore Pb1−xSnxTe

will also be a crystalline topological insulator for the correct values of x . At a

value of x= 0.4 and 0.6 Xu et al. [12] measured Dirac like bands in Pb1−xSnxTe

using ARPES and were able to resolve the spin to show the spin-momentum

locking still existed in these surface states, now protected by the crystal symmetry

rather than T .

The properties of SnTe shall now be discussed further. Particular focus will be

on a structural transition which removes a centre of symmetry and hence would

have a destructive effect on the mirror symmetry protected topological state.

However as T. Hsieh et al. [11] point out some surface states are still possible

even in the rhombohedral phase. It’s high carrier concentration is also discussed,

which makes the surface states difficult to detect in transport measurements.

1.2 Properties of SnTe

1.2.1 Introduction and Bandstructure

As grown SnTe has the fcc rocksalt structure with space group Fm3m at 300 K.

However the solid crystals are found to always lay off stoichiometry in the Te rich

side, giving a correct formula of Sn1−xTe. This excess of Te is accommodated in

the lattice by the presence of Sn vacancies. These vacancies give rise to a high

concentration of hole type carriers, n, that do not freeze out at any temperature.

Brebrick [13] investigated the liquidus line of SnTe for several compositions,
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n∗ (cm−3)

Figure 1.5: The phase diagram of SnTe taken from Savage et al. [14]. The top
axis shows the value of tin deficiency while the bottom shows the corresponding
nominal carrier concentration, where n = rn∗. The invariant meting point of
806 ◦C is shown along with the line representing the solidification denoted the
solidus field. The curve to the left of solidus field represents the solubility limit of
Sn.

finding a maximum melting temperature of 806 ◦C for x = 0.01. The grown

crystals were also saturated in enviroments of Sn and Te at high temperatures

near the melting point. Using this saturation method Brebrick [13] was able to

successfully vary the carrier concentration by varying x. A phase diagram for

SnTe from the paper by Savage et al. [14] is shown in Figure 1.5. The relation

between this nominal carrier concentration n∗ of Savage et al. [14] in Figure 1.5

and the actual value is simply a scaling constant, r, where n = rn∗. Savage et al.

[14] found a value of r = 0.6. The invariant melting point of 806 ◦C is shown along

with a line for the solidification which Savage et al. [14] denote the solidus field.

The curve boundary to the left of this solidifcation line represents the saturation

limit of Sn.

The value of carrier concentration has a profound effect on many of the

properties of SnTe. Bis and Dixon [15] measured the variation of lattice

parameters with respect to n. For the highest values of n = 9.5 × 1020 cm−3

a lattice constant of a = b = c = 6.312 Å was measured, which increased

linearly to 6.327 Å at n = 0.2× 1020cm−3, giving the relationship

a = −1.7× 10−23n+ 6.327. (1.24)
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1.2. Properties of SnTe

Several band structure calculations have been carried out for SnTe, by various

groups. All suggest it is a small gap semi-conductor with the narrowest gap

occuring at the L point of ≈ 0.3 eV [16, 17, 18, 19]. Throughout the rest of the

Brillouin zone a much larger gap of 2 eV exists. The very similar material PbTe

and alloy Pb1−xSnxTe are also widely studied small gap semiconductors with the

rocksalt structure and often used for comparison with SnTe, as already mentioned.

The character of the bands at the L point is a particularly interesting point of

the band structure in these materials. Dimmock et al. [20] investigated the

bandgap in Pb1−xSnxTe using photoluminescence spectroscopy. Their measured

results were then compared with those of previous experiments. Dimmock et al.

concluded upon going from PbTe to SnTe a band inversion at the L point had

taken place. Tung and Cohen [16] carried out band structure calculations on SnTe

and PbTe, which include spin-orbit coupling. Their theoretical work also show a

change in ordering of the bands at the L-point going from PbTe to SnTe. The

valence band maximum is denoted L+
6 in PbTe while L−6 in SnTe, and vice versa

for the conduction bands. The band L+
6 is then mainly contributed by Pb/Sn s

electrons plus Te p electrons i.e. is a s-type band. Then L−6 is mainly Pb/Sn p

electrons plus Te s electrons hence is a p-type band.

So in going from PbTe to SnTe the L+
6 valence band rises above the bandgap

to become the conduction band in SnTe. At the same time the L−6 moves down

to become the valence band and the band inversion is complete. Hence at some

value of x in the alloy Pb1−xSnxTe the bandgap should close. Dimmock et al.

found at a value of x≈ 0.37, the bandgap becomes zero [20].

1.2.2 Soft Phonon Structural Phase Transition

Upon cooling SnTe is known to undergo a structural transition from rocksalt to a

low temperature distorted rhombohedral phase. The transition is brought about

by the lattice being unstable due to its dynamics. A detailed introduction to the

field of lattice dynamics is given by the text of Dove [21]. The main points needed

to understand the situation in SnTe are summarised here.

Classically one can imagine chains of atoms in a solid being connected by

springs. Assuming the displacement associated with the atoms in these chains

is small compared to the lattice constants, their energy can be expanded in a

Taylor series. Considering only the quadratic term of the expansion, known as

12



1.2. Properties of SnTe

the harmonic approximation, the energy of the lattice is then the same as a set

of harmonic oscillators. The introduction of quantum mechanics allows not only

a description of the vibrations as a wave but also as particles called phonons.

In the case of a diatomic chain of atoms with masses M and m an equation of

motion of the form  E

e

ω2
k = D(k)

 E

e

 (1.25)

is considered. Here E and e are the amplitudes of displacement of the atoms

with masses M and m respectively, while ωk is the frequency associated with

the displacement in momentum space [21]. The matrix D(k) is known as the

dynamical matrix and is Hermitian, meaning its eigenvalues are real. For a

particular phonon branch, n, the values of ω2
k are then the eigenvalues while

the energies of displacement are the eigenvectors. All the information that

determines both the frequencies and displacements is therefore contained within

the dynamical matrix. Hence when calculating phonon dispersion curves one

would be concerned with the nature of D(k).

However ω2
k contains no dependence on temperature and while they are real

eigenvalues they can also be negative. Temperature dependence is found by

inclusion of higher order terms of the Taylor expansion known as anharmonic

terms. Their main effect is a change in frequencies from the harmonic values,

ω2
k, to renormalised frequencies ω̃2 with the anharmonic interactions in what is

known as the pseudo-harmonic approximation. Temperature dependence can be

included via the anharmonic terms and ω̃2 is expressed as

ω̃2 = ω2
0 + αT (1.26)

where ω2
0 is the harmonic frequency, T is temperature and α a constant that is

generally positive.

If at 0 K the crystal has a harmonic frequency that is negative the lattice

is unstable. The lattice will then be distorted to a phase of lower symmetry.

This distortion corresponds to the higher symmetry phase with a frozen in co-

ordinate at wavevector k belonging to the negative eigenvalue. Upon heating the

anharmonic term increases until ω̃2 becomes positive and a transition to the high

13



1.2. Properties of SnTe

symmetry phase occurs, at a temperature

Tc =
−ω2

0

α
(1.27)

Alternatively one can think of the transition on cooling. Upon cooling the

frequency of the mode decreases, which is called softening, and Tc occurs for the

point at which the frequency becomes zero. The k point at which the softening

takes place is generally a point of high symmetry within the Brillouin zone.

The loss of a centre of symmtery associated with this phase transition below

Tc, causes a dipole moment to occur within the unit cell. This is known as a

ferroelectric transition. Alignment of the dipoles will then give a very measurable

dielectric polarisation, P , in the crystal, analogous to the magnetic moments in

a ferromagnet.

The macroscopic theory usually used in describing ferroelectrics is the Landau

general theory of phase transitions, called Landau-Devonshire theory (Devonshire

independently developed it explicitly for ferroelectrics). Chandra and Littlewood

[22] give a very good introduction to the application of Landau theory to

ferroelectrics. In basic Landau-Devonshire theory the Helmholtz free energy is

expanded in a power series of the order parameter of the system. In the case of

ferroelectrics the order parameter is the polarisation, P , and the free energy FP

is

FP =
1

2
aP 2 +

1

4
bP 4 +

1

6
cP 6 − EP (1.28)

where E is an electric field and a, b and c are coefficients. The thermal equilibrium

configuration is found by determining the minimum of FP . The linear dielectric

susceptibility, χ, is defined as

χ =
P

E
=

1

a
(1.29)

where for T ≈ Tc

a = ac(T − Tc) (1.30)

which captures the Curie-Weiss behaviour seen in ferroelectrics above Tc. The

dielectric stiffness, κ is defined as

κ =
1

χ
= ac(T − Tc). (1.31)
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1.2. Properties of SnTe
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Figure 1.6: (a) The shape of the free energy FP against polarisation P for a 2nd

order phase transition. Above Tc there is a single minimum at the origin. Cooling
through Tc a continuous transformation to minima at finite polarisation occurs.
(b) Polarisation as a function of temperature growing below Tc. (c) The dielectric
susceptibilty χ showing divergence at Tc. The dielectric stiffness κ is also plotted
with a gradient ratio of 2:1 either side of Tc

For a, b and c all positive the free energy has a minima at the origin. However

as T is lowered below Tc, a becomes negative while b and c remain positive. FP

then evolves continuously to have a minimum at finite polarisation as shown in

Figure 1.6 (a). This is known as a 2nd order phase transition. The polarisation

is given by

P0 =
ac
b

(Tc − T )
1
2

(1.32)

for temperatures below Tc as shown in Figure 1.6 (b). The dielectric stiffness

below Tc determined for a 2nd order transition is then

κ =
1

χ
= 2a0(T − Tc). (1.33)

as shown by the slope of the lines in Figure 1.6 (c).

If we are considering a soft phonon above Tc the lattice remains in its high

symmetry state with zero polarisation. Upon cooling through Tc a displacive

transition occurs with a frozen in co-ordinate. A centre of symmetry is lost and

polarisation occurs. The size of the polarisation is proportional to the size of the

displacement and the frequency of the phonon varies as

ω2 ∝ 1

χ
∝ κ (1.34)
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1.2. Properties of SnTe

(a) (b)

Figure 1.7: The inelastic neutron results of Pawley et al. [25]. (a) Shows the
temperature dependence of the transverse optic (TO) phonon. A softening is seen
on cooling. The longitudinal optic (LO) is also shown. (b) A graph of TO phonon
frequency squared at the zone centre verus temperature

The frequency of the soft phonon squared will then decrease to zero linearly at Tc

and recover in the distorted phase below Tc linearly with twice the gradient. This

is the case for 2nd order transitions. Most well studied ferroelectric materials

are perovskites such as SrTiO3 or PbTiO3. An example of a 2nd order phase

transition from a soft transverse acoustic phonon at the zone edge is seen in

SrTiO3 [23]. Although the frequency of the phonon does not go complelety to zero

the linear recovery is still indictive of a 2nd order transition. Many ferroelectric

transitions turn out to be more 1st order in nature, where the polarisation increase

is discontinuous at Tc. The soft phonon decreases linearly to a finite frequency

such as in PbTiO3 at the zone centre [24]. Upon recovery of the phonon there

will then be a discontinuous jump in the frequency squared. Often first order

transitions such as this are caused by for example coupling to crystal strains or

disorder which were not considered in the foregone discussion.

Phonon dispersion curves can be measured in experiments in which the lattice

vibrations exchange energy with an external probe. The most revealing probes

are neutron beams where one can view the energy lost or gained by a neutron

while interacting with the crystal as being due to the emission or absorption of

phonons. Measuring such energy transfers gives direct information on the phonon
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1.2. Properties of SnTe

spectrum. The probe used can also be X-rays. A discussion of inelastic neutron

and X-ray scattering to measure phonon dispersion curves is given in Chapter 3.

Pawley et al. [25] measured the phonon dispersion curves in SnTe using

inelastic neutron scattering. Their results are shown in Figure 1.7. The transverse

optic branch is strongly temperature-dependent, however never reaches zero, as

shown in Figure 1.7 (a). This lead Pawley et al. [25] to suggest that their sample

was approaching a ferroelectric transition but remains cubic throughout. The

variation of the frequency squared at the zone centre is shown in Figure 1.7 (b)

as a function of temperature. Alperin et al. [26] measured the TO-phonon in

PbTe from 293 K to 4 K using inelastic scattering and also saw some softening.

However the softening was much less pronounced.

Cowley, Darby and Pawley [27] measured the phonon dispersion curves along

all the high symmetry directions in cubic SnTe at 100◦C and fitted them to

various models. Their fits to the experimental data showed that the frequency

of the soft TO phonon was particularly sensitive to electron-phonon Umklapp

processes. This would suggest a dependence of lattice stability on the carrier

concentration.

Muldawer [28] carried out powder X-ray diffraction on samples with various

carrier concentrations. In samples of sufficiently low n, Muldawer saw splittling

in diffraction peaks consistent with a transformation to a rhombohedral phase.

The transition corresponds to the cubic phase being distorted along the (111)

direction leading to an elongation of the unit cell. The angle change associated

with this shear is estimated to be from 90◦ in the cubic to 89.895◦ in the

rhombohedral phases respectively [28]. The distortion angle increases as a

function of temperature below Tc as measured by Muldawer. However for samples

of significantly high values of n no peak splitting was observed suggesting no

transition had taken place. It was most likely the case in the sample measured by

Pawley et al., n was large enough such that it never passed through the distortion.

Other indications of a phase transition have been seen in the Raman scattering

experiments of Brillson et al. [31]. The phase transition caused a change in the

Raman selection rules to allow phonon scattering in the rhombohedral phase that

was forbidden in the cubic phase. Iizumi etal. [30] carried out neutron diffraction

where a change in Bragg reflection intensity indicated a structural transition

had taken place caused by the 2 fcc sublattices shifting to the rhombohedral
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1.2. Properties of SnTe

Figure 1.8: The resistivity results of Kobayashi et al. [29] as open cirlces showing
the transition temperature Tc verus carrier concentration. Also included are the
neutron bragg reflection results of Iizumi et al. [30] as circles with dots and the
inelastic neutron data of Pawley et al. [25] as the solid circle. The X-ray results
of Muldawer [28] are represented by the crosses and the Raman results of Brillson
et al. [31] the r. The solid curve represents the results from the theoretical model
using the TO-phonon-electron interaction.

distortion. Iizumi et al. [30] estimated the shift of the two sublattices to be ≈ 50

pm.

As well as the evidence seen in scattering techniques an anomalous increase

in resistivity also exists at Tc [32, 29]. Kobayashi et al. [29] measured this

anomaly as a function of carrier concentration which showed the same features as

previous experiments. For higher carrier concentrations the value of Tc decreases

until no transition is detected at all. The results of Kobayashi et al. [29]

are shown in Figure 1.8 which includes points from the previous experiments.

To explain this carrier concentration dependence of Tc, Kobayashi et al. [29]

employed an electron-TO-phonon interaction model. By renormalising the TO

phonon frequency with an electron-TO-phonon interaction a carrier concentration

dependence was calculated and is shown as the solid curve in Figure 1.8. From

the results of Kobayashi et al. [29] the TO phonon frequency is reduced by the

electron-TO-phonon interaction making the lattice unstable. At high enough

carrier concentrations this interactions becomes smaller reducing Tc. Katayama

and Mills [33] carried out a very thorough theoretical investigation of the

resistivity anomaly in SnTe. They also concluded the anomalous increase in
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1.2. Properties of SnTe

(a) (b)

Figure 1.9: A schematic of the structural distortion in SnTe from the paper of
Rabe and Joannopoulos [17]. (a) The two fcc sublattices displace indicated by the
equal sized black arrows. (b) The associated rhombohedral shear angle from 60◦

to ≈ 59.878◦ along the (1,1,1) indicated by the larger black arrows.

the resistivity was caused by increased TO-phonon scattering associated with the

structural transition. They also suggested a small contribution from scattering

with the transverse acoustic (TA) phonon.

Heat is conducted in solids not only via electrons but also the phonons. A

measurement of the specific heat, C, will then provide information of the samples

phonon dispersion and anharmonicity as well as phonon-softening, phonon-

phonon interactions or phase transitions. In 2nd order transitions a discontinuity

in C is evident while the latent heat of 1st order transitions makes them

identifiable. Bevolo et al. [34] measured the specific heat of SnTe from 0.9 to

60 K on a sample with n = 8× 1020cm−3, which would suggest a Tc ≈ 25K from

the results of Kobayashi et al.. No anomalies corresponding to phonon softening

or a phase transition were detected by Bevolo et al.. Hatta and Kobayashi [35]

measured the heat capacity in SnTe in a sample with n = 1.8 × 1020cm−3. An

anomaly of 89 K was evident in the resistivity while a jump in specifc heat was

seen between 89 and 92 K strongly suggestive of a 2nd order transition.

The structural distortion then happens by two symmetry reductions as

discussed by Salje et al. [36]. The cubic phase reduces to the rhombohedral phase

with angle ≈ 59.878◦ via an elastic strain along the cube diagonal. This would not

destroy the centre of inversion, however the second reduction is the displacement

of the two fcc sublattices by ≈ 50 pm giving the polar displacement, destroying

the centre of inversion. This would then make the transition ferroelectric.

The 2 reductions are shown in Figure 1.9 taken from the paper by Rabe and

Joannopoulos [17]. When describing the ferroelectric transition then one must

also consider the free energy associated with the elastic strain as well as the

polarisation. These strain-dependent terms can also be expanded in a Landau
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theory approach, as explained by Chandra and Littlewood [22], of the form

Fs =
1

2
Ks2 + dsP 2 + ....... (1.35)

where s is a component of the strain field. The quadratic term in the expansion

is equal to Hooke’s law, with an elastic energy stored in a solid quadratically

dependent on distortion, then K is one of the elastic constants. The second

linear term is a coupling between the strain and the polarisation. Consequences

of such behaviour are the formation of domains and an explicit temperature

dependence of the one or more elastic constants near Tc. Salje et al. [36] discuss

the structural distortion in SnTe in terms of a Landau expansion of the free energy

both in polarisation and strain.

In particular they point out the C44 elastic constant should show a tem-

perature dependence near Tc for a diagonal distortion (elastic constants are

discussed more in Chapter 3). Salje et al. [36] carried out a measurement of the

C44 elastic constant using resonant ultrasound spectroscopy. Their sample had

n = 3.9× 1019cm−3 and an anomaly in the resistivity at 98 K which they found

difficult to reproduce on heating and cooling. Specific heat measurements showed

no anomaly at all corresponding to a transition. The C44 elastic constant was

found to have a very small temperature dependence and increased for decreasing

temperature. However the value of C44 showed a slight kink at ≈ 100 K possibly

corresponding to Tc. This behaviour is rather unusual and could point towards a

lack of domain formation. Salje et al. [36] also attempted ferroelectric switching

in SnTe by applying electric fields. The high carrier concentrations however short

circuited any applied field and no ferroelectricity could be detected. So while the

transition would seem to be ferroelectric there is limited experimental evidence

it actually is, other than it goes through a phase transition.

The carrier concentration dependence of the properties in SnTe is a partic-

ularly interesting point, hence knowledge of the Fermi surface is particularly

useful. One method of Fermi surface determination in SnTe was measurements

of quantum oscillations in magnetoresistance known as Shubnikov de Haas (SdH)

oscillations by Burke et al. [37] and in magnetisation known as de Haas van

Alphen (dHvA) oscillations by Savage et al. [14]. The text of Shoenberg [38]

contains all the information needed to describe quantum oscillations. A brief

summary of the points required to understand the situation in SnTe that shall
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be used further in Chapters 2 and 4 are given in the following section.

1.2.3 Fermi Surface of SnTe via Quantum Oscillations

As already mentioned when a current-carrying conductor is placed in a magnetic

field the charge carriers are deflected via the Lorentz force to one side of the

conductor in what is known as the normal Hall effect. The carriers with electron

charge e in an applied field B move with a cyclotron motion ωc

ωc =
eB

m*
(1.36)

where m* is the effective mass. To understand oscillatory phenonmena such as

the SdH and dHvA effects one must introduce quantum mechanics leading to

Landau tubes and the Onsager relation as discussed in Shoenberg [38]. Quantum

mechanics leads to a quantisation of the orbital motion of the charged particles

in high fields of the form

E = (n+
1

2
)h̄ωc +

h̄2k2
z

2m*
(1.37)

for a field B applied along z. Allowed orbits in the x-y plane perpendicular to the

magnetic field are now on a series of constant energy surfaces in k space known

as Landau tubes. The electrons moving parallel to the field in z will then remain

unaffected in the above relation.

As the field increases the Landau tubes pass through the Fermi surface leading

to oscillations in the density of states at the Fermi level. Such oscillations are

then detectable in any property of the solid dependent on the density of states

such as magnetoresistance, the normal Hall effect or magnetisation. The period

of the oscillation, T, has been described by Onsager for an applied field B

T = ∆
1

B
=

2πe

h̄

1

S
(1.38)

where S is the extremal cross-section of the Fermi surface normal to the direction

of the field. The oscillatory frequency F is given by

F =
h̄

2πe
S (1.39)
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at each value of S. However high fields are not the only requirement to detect

quantum oscillations. Features such as finite temperature T, finite electron

relaxation time τ , electron spin and sample inhomogenity can be introduced as

particular examples of phase smearing of the oscillations. Such phase smearing

acts to reduce the amplitude of the oscillations and can be described in what is

known as the Lifshitz-Kosevich formula. The formula is written as

A ∝ B
1
2

∣∣∣∣∣∂2S

∂k2
z

∣∣∣∣∣
− 1

2

RTRDRS (1.40)

where A is the amplitude of the oscillations.
∣∣∣∂2S
∂k2z

∣∣∣ is small for cylindrical Fermi

surfaces giving large oscillations and large for flatter Fermi surfaces giving small

oscillations. The factor RT , known as the temperature damping factor, is caused

by the electrons being thermally excited to higher Landau levels. It is described

by the formula

RT =
αm∗T/B

sinh(αm∗T/B)
(1.41)

where

α =
2π2kB
eh̄

≈ 14.69 T/K (1.42)

and is the only reduction factor involving temperature. Using this temperature

dependence one can accurately calculate the effective mass of carriers as shall

be discussed further in Chapter 2. Since real crystals include a lot of scattering

centres such as impurities or lattice defects, the orbiting electrons are scattered

by these and lose phase coherrence. This scattering effectively broadens the

Landau levels according to the uncertainty principle and is described by the

Dingle damping factor, RD given by

RD = exp(−αm∗TD/B) (1.43)

where TD is the Dingle temperature, given by

TD =
h̄

2πkB

1

τ
(1.44)

dependent on the scattering rate τ . The Dingle factor is only dependent on τ

and one can deduce the Dingle temperature by a change in oscillation amplitude
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as a function of field to give the scattering rate, τ . Hence very pure crystals

are a requirement to see oscillatory phenomenon. In magnetic fields, the Landau

levels are split into spin-up and spin-down levels known as Zeeman splitting.

The energy of such splittings is determined by gµBsB, where g is known as the

Lande g-factor, µB the Bohr magneton, and s the spin. Each spin state leads

to oscillations with the same frequency but phase shifted leading to an overall

reduction in amplitude. The reduction is governed by the field independent spin

reduction factor Rs, where

Rs = cos(πgrms/2) (1.45)

and ms is the spin mass from electron-electron interactions, r is the harmonic

number and g the Lande g-factor which can be determined from Rs. For the

case of diamagnetic SnTe in the results reported in chapters 2 and 4 we are

mostly interested in RT and RD since they will be the main contribution to

phase smearing and amplitude reduction.

Previous measurements carried out by Burke et al. [37] measured SdH

oscillations in a SnTe sample with n = 5×1020cm−3 up to 15.5 T which consisted

of 2 frequencies possibly from 2 hole pockets. However for n = 2.3 × 1020cm−3

3 frequencies were detected that most likely belonged to the same pocket. The

lowest frequencies were along the (111) direction leading Burke etal. [37]to suggest

the Fermi surface consisted of ellipsoids elongated along this direction.

Savage et al. [14] carried out a much more thorough investigation using the

dHvA effect on the diamagnetism in SnTe on a range of samples with various

values of n. With n ≤ 3.5×1020cm−3 the data had from 3-5 frequencies describing

one pocket at the L point of the Brillouin zone as shown in Figure 1.10 (a) for

n = 3.5× 1020cm−3 consisting of 4 frequencies. With n ≥ 6.1× 1020cm−3 only a

single frequency was then detected for the single pocket at L, however a second

pocket was also detected as shown in Figure 1.10 (b) for n = 8.0×1020cm−3. The

effective mass and Dingle temperature were calculated for the sample with high

n = 8.0×1020cm−3. For the 1st pocket was m∗ = 0.125±0.012 and TD = 21.6±2K

while the second pocket had m∗ = 0.094± 0.009 and TD = 17.3± 1.7K. Savage

et al. [14]were unable to give an explanation to as why the first pocket was made

up of 3-5 frequencies at low n, other than a possible consequence of the structural

transition or sample inhomogenity. Samples with high n however contained only
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a single frequency from the pocket at the L point and may not have gone through

the phase transition.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1.10: (a) The experimental results of Savage et al. [14] on a sample with

n ≤ 3.5 × 1020cm−3 showing 4 frequencies belonging to a hole pocket elongated

along L. (b) As n is increased to 8.0× 1020cm−3 the 4 frequencies now become a

single frequency belonging to the pocket at the L-point. However a second smaller

pocket also now occurs which is elongated along the (100) according to Allgaier

and Houston [39]. The Fermi surface suggested by Allgaier and Houston [39] in

SnTe with high carrier concentrations is shown as (c).
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Allgaier and Houston [39] considered the results of Savage et al. [14] along with

previously carried out bandstructure calculations to determine a Fermi surface

shown in Figure 1.10 (c). The suggested Fermi surface consists of the elongated

shaped pockets at the L point as Savage et al.’s [14] data suggested. As the

carrier concentration increases extra pockets along the (100) direction begin to

form also seen by Savage et al. [14]. At the lower carrier concentrations these

(100) pockets don’t exist.

1.3 Summary

Topologically protected states known as topological insulators exist where the

bulk of the material is an insulator with the surface being metallic. In practice

however most known materials exhibiting such a state are semi-conductors with

significant bulk carrier concentrations. SnTe in its fcc state was predicted

theoretically and measured experimentally to be a new class of topological

insulator protected by crystal symmetry. However SnTe also undergoes a carrier

concentration dependent structural transition to a rhombohedral phase. Such

a transition would result in a lowering of crystal symmetry, destroying some of

the surface states. The ARPES experiment of Tanaka et al. [10] was carried out

above the Tc of their samples when they detected the surface states.

The carrier concentration in SnTe is quite high making it almost impossible

to distinguish between bulk and surface states in a transport experiment. By

lowering the number of carriers one would increase Tc also making the surface

states difficult to detect. In the following chapters growth and characterisation

of SnTe is discussed along with a comparison of the Fermi surface to the results

of Savage et al. [14]. The structural transition is detected using inelastic X-ray

scattering to measure phonon dispersion curves and discussed. A comparison of

the measured data to theoretical calculations carried out by Andreas Hermann

is also included. Following on from this a high pressure study is described. The

application of pressure allows the structural transition to be suppressed for a fixed

carrier concentration.
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Chapter 2

Tin Telluride Growth and

Characterisation

This chapter discusses the various growths of SnTe and the techniques used to

characterise single crystals, such as Laue X-ray diffraction and resistivity. Normal

Hall effect measurements were then used to deduce the carrier concentration in

single crystals. The extremal area of the Fermi surface was measured at various

crystallographic positions using quantum oscillations. These results are compared

to the previously published data of Savage et al. [14] .

2.1 Techniques

2.1.1 X-Ray Laue Diffraction

The X-ray Laue diffraction set-up in CSEC, Edinburgh, is used to determine

whether samples are single crystals and their orientation. Mounted on a 3-axis

(xyz) goniometer, the samples were exposed for ∼ 30 minutes to a 3kW Mo tube

white X-ray source operated at 35kV and 35mA. Backwards diffracted beams,

then make a pattern of hyperbola shaped curves of diffraction spots, satisfying

the Bragg condition, on a photographic film as shown in Figure 2.1. Spots laying

on each curve belong to planes within one Brillouin zone. The software package

Orient Express was used to analyse the measured diffraction patterns by choosing

specific Bragg spots. Along with the crystal lattice parameters, space group and

sample distance from the photographic film, Orient Express calculated a number
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Figure 2.1: Picture of the Laue set-up in CSEC, Edinburgh. Picture taken from
ref [40]

of suggested Laue patterns. When very close agreement between the calculated

and measured patterns was made, orientation is determined. To discover whether

a sample was a single crystal, many Laue images were taken along its surfaces to

make sure only one grain exists.

2.1.2 Resistivity and Hall Effect Measurements

After single crystals were extracted they were cut or cleaved to the desired shape

using a razor blade. For resistivity measurements the samples were cut into long

thin matchstick samples to ensure an equal distribution of the current. Wider

samples were required for Hall effect measurements so contacts can be attached

as close to the edge as possible. Geometric factors could then be calculated

accurately.

Gold wires of either 25 µm or 10 µm were then attached to the sample using

spot welding. The sample was placed on a conducting platform that is connected

to one terminal of a power supply and the other terminal to a sharp Tungsten

needle. Under the microscope a set of micromanipulators brought the gold wire
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2.1. Techniques

(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: Picture of the end of the sample stick which holds the copper block
containing the sample. The stick is then inserted inside the cryostat shown in
(b).

into contact with the sample. The tungsten needle was used to then press the

wire onto the sample completing the electrical circuit. A current was passed

through the tip of the tungsten needle for a time constant, t. Heating was then

concentrated within this spot. The minimum current was selected that would

attach the contacts, so as not to damage any of the surrounding material. Samples

were mounted on a large oxygen-free high thermal conductivity (OFHC) copper

block after spot welding. Small strips of thin (10µm) kapton foil insulated the

sample electrically from the OFHC. GE varnish was used to hold the kapton and

sample in place. Since the thickness is small and the contact area is large, a good

thermal connection is achieved. A calibrated Cernox thermometer was added to

the OFHC block, in close proximity to the sample. It was held firmly in place

using a sprung copper rod, ensuring good thermal contact. The OFHC block was

then attached to the end of a variable temperature insert stick shown in Figure

2.2 (a). The stick contains a vacuum jacket for evacuation and a plug to make

connection with the spot welded contacts via sets of twisted pair copper wires
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that passed along the probe to a Fischer plug at the end.

Resistivity measurements from 300 K to 1.8 K were carried out in the cryogen-

free magnet and integrated variable temperature insert system from Cryogenic

Ltd. shown in Figure 2.2 (b). The magnet cryostat uses a single two stage

pulse tube cryocooler from Sumitomo Ltd.. The 2nd stage is connected directly

to the magnet with a base temperature of < 4.2 K and surrounded by a large

super insulated vacuum jacket. The variable temperature insert consists of a

separate helium circuit that enters the cryostat through a liquid nitrogen trap

that I added in the course of the thesis. After the trap the helium gas passes

through a system of heat exchangers to the helium pot, through a needle valve

into the base of the sample column. A gate valve at the top of the system

allows entry to the sample column of the sample probe as shown in Figure 2.2

(b). The gas temperature was then varied between 300 K and 1.8 K and the

pressure of the needle valve monitored. Slow rates of cooling and heating were

used when measuring resistivity curves of 0.2 K per minute. This is to allow for

good thermalisation of the OFCH block and sample with the exchange gas.

Current was applied to the sample and voltage measured via the Fischer plug

using a SR830 Stanford research lock-in amplifier. Currents of 10 to 300 µA were

achieved by passing the output voltage of the lock-in through a 10 kΩ resistor.

The typical frequency used was 23−37 Hz. Output signal was amplified through

a SR554 Stanford research preamplifier giving a gain of 500. The gain of the

preamplifier is fairly flat over the region of ≤ 10 Ω and ≤ 100 Hz according to

the user manual. SnTe samples measured in this chapter are well within these

contours, so we can safely assume a constant flat gain of 500.

The magnet is a 9 T NbTi solenoid with the field direction parallel to the insert

direction. A current was applied and the calibrated voltage from the magnet

supply was measured to record the field. The field at the centre of the solenoid

is accurately known to within 10 G and resolution of 1 G. The field was ramped

slowly at rates of 0.04 T per minute throughout all measurements using this

set-up in this chapter. Both the Hall effect and magnetoresistance could be

measured simultaneously using two coupled lock-in amplifiers. Corrections for the

magnetoresistance of the thermometer were made for an accurate determination

of temperature throughout the field ramp. All data was recorded using a program

written in Labview software.
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2.2. Crystal Growth

2.2 Crystal Growth

As discussed in Chapter 1 SnTe grows slightly off stoichiometry with a deficit

of Sn. Hence has a large number of Sn vacancies with a correct formula of

Sn1−XTe. A phase diagram for SnTe from the paper by Savage et al. [14] is

shown in Figure 1.5. The curve boundary to the left of the solidifcation line

represents the solubility limit of Sn. While we would like to grow crystals of

high quality and low carrier concentration, one must be aware of the position

of the solidification line. Other authors have reported the more insulating SnTe

becomes the more glassy and non crystalline it becomes [19, 36].

Figure 2.3: Images of the grown material. (a) Growth number 1 quenched from
760 ◦C with equal molar weights of Sn and Te. (b) Growth number 2 quenched
from 770 ◦C with equal molar weights of Sn and Te. (c) Growth number 3
quenched from 770 ◦C with molar weights of Sn and Te of the ratio 51:49.

All growths carried out in this chapter were done with the help of Dmitry

Sokolov. The first attempted growth used equal molar weights of high purity

elements Sn (99.99 %) and Te (99.99 %). The Sn was etched in HCl (37 %) for over

an hour to remove surface impurities, before being washed clean in an ultrasound

bath of acetone. The elements were wrapped in a thin sheet of molybdenum foil

to form a sealed packet and placed in a quartz tube (tantalum is not used since

it forms a eutectic with Sn in the temperature ranges used). Using a turbo pump

the quartz was evacuated to a pressure of 10−5mbar and sealed by heating with

a handtorch.

The quartz tube was set in an alumina boat and carefully placed within the

centre of a tube furnace. The furnace was heated to a temperature of 850 ◦C over

a period of 4 hours, well above the melting point. After being held at 850 ◦C for

3 hours the furnace was then cooled slowly to 760 ◦C over 48 hours. The point of
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2.2. Crystal Growth

(a) (b)

Figure 2.4: (a) A Laue image of a SnTe single crystal along the (1,0,0) direction.
(b) A Laue image of the same crystal now orientated along the (1,1,0) direction.
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Figure 2.5: Sample S21 after cleaving with a razor blade. The red arrow indicates
the scale of 0.5 mm. The crystallographic axes are also indicated with the (1,0,0)
facing into the page and the other cubic directions along the edges.

760 ◦C denotes the limit of the solidification line in Figure 1.5 taken from Savage

et al. [14]. For the next 24 hours the furnace was held at 760 ◦C. Following this

the quartz tube was removed from the furnace and quickly quenched in a bucket

of room temperature water. A picture of the grown material is shown in Figure

2.3 (a), denoted as growth 1. While it consists of many pieces of material that

would suggest single crystallites, on close inspection they are very grainy and

glass like. Laue diffraction was carried out on a large number of the crystals but

all measured patterns indicated extremely poor crystallinity.
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Figure 2.6: (a) The resistivity curve of sample S21 from growth 2 50:50 SnTe.
(b) The resistivity differentiated with respect to temperature to deduce a transition
temperature of 75 K. (c) The Hall resistivity measured across the sample up to
9T
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Figure 2.7: (a) The resistivity curve of sample S22 from growth 2 50:50 SnTe.

(b) The resistivity differentiated with respect to temperature to deduce a transition

temperature of 79 K. (c) The Hall resistivity measured across the sample up to

9T

The growth was repeated in an attempt to produce crystals of much higher

quality. Again equal molar weights of Sn and Te were measured and the same

procedure followed to 850 ◦C. The furnace was cooled this time to 770 ◦C slightly

away from the solidification line in Figure 1.5. Again after a further 24 hours the

quartz was quenched in a bucket of room temperature water. The grown material
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Figure 2.8: A schematic of a typical hall bar measurement. A current with density
Jx applied along the length of the sample has a perpendicular field B applied. The
charge carriers are deflected via the Lorentz force to build up a Hall voltage Ey
across the sample. The magnitude of the signal will be proportional to the number
of carriers and its sign will depend on the carrier type.

is shown as Figure 2.3 (b), denoted as growth 2. The physical appearance of the

crystals is markedly different between the 2 growths. The large lump of material

in Figure 2.3 (b) contains dozens of grains of crystals with volumes on the scale

of 1-2 cubic millimeters. Several of these crystals were removed and Laue X-

ray diffraction carried out. Examples of Laue diffraction patterns for the (1,0,0)

and (1,1,0) directions are shown in Figure 2.4. The crystals tend to grow into

cuboids with a large (1,0,0) flat shiny faces and sides of either (1,0,0) or (1,1,0).

After an extensive range of Laue patterns, several single crystals were isolated for

transport measurements. An example of an isolated crystal, S21, after cleaving

is shown in Figure 2.5. The resistivity curve for sample S21 is shown in Figures

2.6 (a). Another single crystal sample from growth 2, denoted S22, resistivity

curve is shown in Figure 2.7 (a). The resistivity was measured using a 100 µA

current with frequency 37 Hz. In order to detect the change in slope of resistivity

associated with the structural transition both curves were differentiated with

respect to temperature and shown in Figure 2.6 (b) and Figure 2.7 (b). Clear

breaks in slope are at 75 K and 79 K respectively, corresponding to Tc.

The carrier concentration, n, for these samples was deduced from adding Hall

contacts across the sample. As mentioned in Chapter 1 when a magnetic field,

B, is applied perpendicularly to a current carrying conductor, the charge carriers

are deflected by the Lorentz force. If the current density, Jx, is applied along the
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Figure 2.9: (a) The raw Hall resistivity measured from the Hall contacts across
sample S21 where misaligned has occured. (b) The Hall resistivity for S21 after
anti-symmetrization according to equation (2.3) was done.

length of the sample as shown in Figure 2.8, when B is applied perpendicularly

an electric field, Ey, denoted the Hall field builds up to balance this Lorentz force.

In the steady state the Hall field and observable Hall voltage is proportional to

the overall charge carrier density. Changing the direction of B will also change

the direction of the Hall contribution. When all directions are considered the

sign of the Hall voltage will then be indicative to the type of carriers i.e. holes or

electrons. The Hall resisitivity across the sample is denoted ρxy. The longitudinal

resistivity along the sample, known as the magnetoresistance, is then called ρxx.

These labels are more easily understood when one considers the resistivity tensor

for the material in a magnetic field.

The resistivity tensor for field along the z direction in a cubic material such
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2.2. Crystal Growth

Sample Transition Temp (K) n ×1020cm−3 n∗ ×1020cm−3

S21 75 3.23 ± 0.12 5.38 ± 0.2
S22 79 3.09 ± 0.14 5.15± 0.23
S23 75 3.30 ± 0.14 5.50 ± 0.23
S24 72 3.55 ± 0.19 5.92 ± 0.32

Table 2.1: A table of various different single crystal samples from growth 2. Shown
are their transition temperatures along with measured carrier concentrations, n.
The nominal carrier concentration n∗ is also included.

as SnTe, is written as

ρ =


ρxx ρxy 0

ρyx ρyy 0

0 0 ρzz

 =


ρxx ρxy 0

−ρxy ρxx 0

0 0 ρzz

 . (2.1)

In a very isotropic material such as SnTe transverse-longitudinal coupling is small

and the ρzz is ignored. Due to unavoidable misalignment of the contacts there

is always a Hall contribution to the magnetoresistance contacts and vice versa.

Because of the symmetric form of ρxx and anti-symmetric form of ρxy as shown

in equation 2.1, by changing the direction of the applied B, these misaligment

contributions can be eliminated using the equations

ρxx =
1

2
(ρ+
xx + ρ−xx) (2.2)

and

ρxy =
1

2
(ρ+
xy − ρ−xy) (2.3)

where the superscript indicates the direction of B (either positive or negative).

If we consider the case of the Hall contacts on sample S21 the raw Hall

resistivity is shown in Figure 2.9 (a) for both positive and negative field directions.

The contact misalignment causes the zero Hall resistivity to be almost -2.2 T from

from zero applied field. Anti-symmetrisation of the form described by equation

(2.3) is then done to give the Hall resistivity in Figure 2.9 (b) where now the

zero Hall resistivity occurs at 0 T (the positive field part is now the same curve

as that shown in figure 2.6 (c)). In the normal Hall effect the Hall coefficient is
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Figure 2.10: (a) The resistivity curve of sample S31 from growth 3 51:49 SnTe.
(b) The resistivity differentiated with respect to temperature to deduce a transition
temperature of 89 K. (c) The Hall resistivity measured across the sample up to
9T

Sample Transition Temp (K) n ×1020cm−3 n∗ ×1020cm−3

S31 89 2.00 ± 0.11 3.33 ± 0.18
S32 83 2.20 ± 0.15 3.66± 0.25
S33 79 2.82 ± 0.25 4.70 ± 0.42

Table 2.2: A table of various different single crystal samples from growth 3. Shown
are their transition temperatures along with measured carrier concentrations, n.
The nominal carrier concentration n∗ is also included.

defined as

RH =
ρxy
B

= − 1

ne
(2.4)

allowing determination of the carrier concentration n. The carrier concentration

is deduced by taking the gradient of the Hall curve between 0 - 2 T in Figure 2.6

(c) and 2.7 (c). The sign of the signal showed the carriers were holes. Samples

S21 and S22 had hole carriers with n = 3.23± 0.12× 1020cm−3 and 3.09± 0.14×
1020cm−3 respectively. Several other samples were measured as well as S21 and

S22, all results are shown in Table 2.1.

The table includes the nominal carrier concentration, n∗ where n = 0.6 n∗

as decribed by Savage et al. [14], so direct comparison can be made with their

phase diagram in Figure 1.5. From Figure 1.5 taken from Savage etal., where the

sample was quenched at 770 ◦C a value of n∗ between 5 - 6× 1020cm−3 would be
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Figure 2.11: (a) The resistivity curve of sample S32 from growth 3 51:49 SnTe.
(b) The resistivity differentiated with respect to temperature to deduce a transition
temperature of 83 K. (c) The Hall resistivity measured across the sample up to
9T

expected. All measured samples fall within this range as shown in Table 2.1. The

transition temperatures of the samples varies between ∼ 70-80K where those with

lower carrier concentrations have correspondingly higher Tc’s. These Tc results

are consistent with the those expected for such values of n in Kobayashi et al.

[29].

A further growth was carried out with a Sn:Te molar ratio of 51:49 in an

attempt to diffuse more Sn into the samples. The same temperature profile was

used as in growth 2. The resulting material from growth 3 is shown in Figure

2.1 (c). Again the lump of material in Figure 2.3 (c) contains dozens of grains

of crystals with volumes on the scale of a 1-2 cubic millimeters. Several of these

crystals were removed and Laue X-ray diffraction carried out. From the Laue

patterns the samples again have very good crystallinity and grown with similiar

orientations as before in growth 2. Resistivity and Hall effect measurements were

then carried out on several samples as shown in Figures 2.10 and 2.11. Again

each figure contains the resistivity (a), the differentiated resistivity (b) and the

Hall resistivity after anti-symmetrization(c). The results of these samples and

another S33 are shown in Table 2.2. The transition temperatures of the samples

now varies between ∼ 79 - 89 K with lower carrier concentrations as would be

expected. Again these values of Tc are consistent with the those in the literature

[29].
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2.3 Quantum Oscillations
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Figure 2.12: (a) The Hall resistivity, ρxy, in sample S21 from 6 to 9 T, with the
field applied along the (1,0,0) direction. A 5th order polynomial was fiitted to
the curve as a background. (b) A graph of ρxy minus the background polynomial
to reveal the oscillations against the inverse field. The graph is an interpolation
of 5000 points (c) A FFT of the data in (b) padded with 100,000 zeros after a
Hanning window was applied .

As can be seen in the Hall signal of Figures 2.6 (c) oscillations exist at higher

values of field and are also seen in magnetoresistance. To analyse the data first

the high field region where the oscillations exist was interpolated with the field

as shown in Figure 2.12 (a) for sample S21. The field had been applied along the

(1,0,0) direction while the current was also applied along an equivalent cubic axis

(0,1,0). To extract the osillations a 5th order polynomial was fitted to the data as

a smoothly varying background. This background, ρbg, was subtracted from the

data ρxy leaving oscillations about zero. The oscillations were then interpolated

with their inverse field as shown in Figure 2.12 (b). According to the Onsager

relation the period of the oscillations, T , is given by

T = ∆
1

B
=

2πe

h̄

1

S
(2.5)

as discussed in Chapter 1. Therefore the oscillations are periodic in inverse

field. In Figure 2.12 (b) the oscillations are periodic but clearly more than one

oscillation frequency is present. To obtain the frequencies of the oscillations a
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Figure 2.13: (a) The Hall resistivity, ρxy, in sample S31 from 6 to 9 T, with the
field applied along the (1,0,0) direction. A 5th order polynomial was fiitted to
the curve as a background. (b) A graph of ρxy minus the background polynomial
to reveal the oscillations against the inverse field. The graph is an interpolation
of 5000 points (c) A FFT of the data in (b) padded with 100,000 zeros after a
Hanning window was applied .

fast Fourier transform (FFT) was carried out . The lecture course by Sheikin

[41], which uses the text of Shoenberg [38], describes carrying out the FFT.

If xn is a sequence of length N a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is then

Fk =
N−1∑
n=0

xn exp
(
−2πi

N
kn
)

k = 0, ......., N − 1 (2.6)

for data collected at an equal time interval t. Then the indexes can be easily

converted into time t = n∆t and frequency fk = k
N∆t

. The frequency resolution

will be

∆f =
1

N∆t
(2.7)

and the maximum frequency

fmax =
1

2∆t
(2.8)

The same can be applied for a magnetic field range (Bmin, Bmax) interpolated

into Nint points, now

∆t→ ∆
(

1

B

)
=

1

Nint − 1

(
1

Bmin

− 1

Bmax

)
=

1

Nint − 1

Bmax −Bmin

BmaxBmin

(2.9)
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[1,0,0] freq (T) [1,1,0] freq (T) [1,1,0] freq (T) from Savage et al.
257 184 180
316 210 210
408 235 230
452 267 260

Table 2.3: A table showing quantum oscillation frequencies for sample S21 with
field applied along (1,0,0) direction in 1st column. The quantum oscillation
frequencies for field along the (1,1,0) in sample S24 are shown in the 2nd column
to be compared with the frequencies measured by Savage et al. [14] along (1,1,0)
on a sample with similiar n.

Then the frequency resolution will be

∆F =
Nint − 1

Nint

BmaxBmin

Bmax −Bmin

(2.10)

with maximum frequency

Fmax =
Nint − 1

2

BmaxBmin

Bmax −Bmin

(2.11)

The frequency resolution is improved by padding the interpolated data with zeros

up to a total number of points Ntot. This works by increasing the sampling rate

in what is known as a fast Fourier transform.

Figure 2.12 (c) shows the FFT of the data in Figure 2.12 (b) whereNint = 5000

for the range Bmin = 6 T to Bmax = 9 T, padded with 100,000 zeros. To reduce

any spectral leakage in the FFT a correction window is applied to the data. The

window that gives best results is that of the Hanning window,

w(n) =
1

2

[
1− cos

(
2πn

N − 1

)]
(2.12)

which sharpens the frequency peaks and throws out the high frequency peaks

belonging to discontinuities.

From Figure 2.12 (c) 4 frequencies exist along the (1,0,0) direction within a

short range indicated by the black arrows and are given in table 2.3. The same

4 frequencies exist in magnetoresistance where oscillations also have the same

phase. This is similiar to the results of Savage et al. shown in Figure 1.10 (a)

on a sample with similiar n where 4 frequencies were evident along the (1,1,0)
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direction and are also given in Table 2.3. There is also peak at very low frequency

that may belong to a second pocket of carriers or is a consequence of the spectral

leakage. The sample S31 also displays quantum oscillations for the field applied

along (1,0,0), the results are shown in Figure 2.13. The same method of anaylsis is

used as already discussed. Clearly in Figure 2.13 (c) still more than one frequency

exists with 3 distinct peaks and a shoulder indicating a possible 4th, as shown by

the black arrows. The carrier concentration in sample S31 is smaller than that of

S21 so the decrease in the value of the peak frequencies is as to be expected.

In order to resolve these oscillations and their frequencies better, lower

temperatures and higher fields were desirable. However beforehand optimisation

of oscillation amplitude via the set-up electronics was carried out on the CCR

in Edinburgh. An investigation of how the oscillation amplitude and frequency

varied with applied current frequency was done at 17Hz, 27Hz, 37 Hz, 63 Hz and

77Hz. No significant changes were seen in oscillation amplitude or frequency at all

current frequencies measured. However at larger current frequencies out of phase

components at high field became large prompting measurements to be carried

out at either 37 or 23 Hz. Currents of 100 µA were chosen to minimise sample

heating that would damp the oscillations and maximise the signal to noise ratios.

After optimisation of the electronics a sample was then prepared to be measured

in the dilution fridge set-up from Oxford instruments Ltd. at the University of

St. Andrews.

The method of dilution refridgeration uses a mixture of He3 and He4 to achieve

mK temperatures. The set-up also contains a 15 T magnet with the field direction

along the length of the insert probe of the fridge. The loading of the sample and

data collection was done with the help of Calum Lithgow and Jean-Philippe

Reid. A sample was chosen from growth 2 denoted as S24 with a Tc = 72 K and

n = 3.55 ± 0.12 × 1020cm−3 (see Table 2.1). The sample is carefully cut so the

(1,0,0) axis was along its thickness, the (0,1,0) along its length and (0,0,1) along

its width, just as in sample S21 shown in Figure 2.3.

Four contacts were attached along its length so magnetoresistance could be

measured. The sample was again mounted on a OFHC copper block. The block

was placed on a 1-axis rotator designed and made by Jack Barraclough (University

of St. Andrews) shown in Figure 2.14 (a) so the axis of rotation was along the

(0,1,0) of the sample. The rotator was then attached to the Dilution refridgerator
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2.3. Quantum Oscillations

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.14: (a) A picture of the 1-axis rotator designed by Jack Barraclough.

(b) The rotator attached to the dilution refridgerator showing the field direction

at which about rotation takes place.
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2.3. Quantum Oscillations

as shown in Figure 2.14 (b) so the sample could be rotated with respect to the

field from the magnet. The field direction on the sample could then be determined

using a Hall sensing probe. Then at a 45◦ rotation the field was along the (1,1,0)

direction and at 90◦ along the (001). The magnetoresistance was preferred to

measuring the Hall effect since as the angle of rotation reached 90◦ the Hall

voltage would also decrease to zero.
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Figure 2.15: (a) The measured magnetoresistance at various angles of rotation.
The curves go from 0◦ to 45◦ in 5◦ increment steps and are offset for clarity. Clear
oscillations are evident in the data. The oscillations have a background subtracted
and interpolated against inverse field before a FFT was carried out. The FFT
displays 4 frequencies at each angle of rotation. The frequencies against angle
are plotted in (b) where the (1,0,0), (001) and (1,1,0) are indicated. The dashed
coloured curves are equal to F0/cos θ where θ = 0 at 45◦ and F0 te frequency at
the (1,1,0) along the (1,1,0).

The sample was cooled to 20 mK and the magnet ramped to 15 T at 0.05

T/min. Data was first collected with the rotator at 0◦ and the field applied along

(1,0,0). Rotation was then carried out from 0◦ to 90◦ in 5◦ increment steps. At

each increment the field was ramped between 4 - 15 T at 0.05 T/min. The data

between 6 - 15 T is shown in Figure 2.15 (a) going from the (1,0,0) at 0◦ to the

(1,1,0) at 45◦ in 5◦ increment steps. The curves are offset for clarity. The same
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Figure 2.16: The oscillations ρ after the background polynomial has been
subtracted normlised to ρ0 against inverse applied field for various temperatures.
The field has been applied along the (1,0,0).

procedure of smooth background subtraction and interpolation with inverse field

was carried out on each sweep.

A FFT with 100,000 padding zeros was carried out again with a Hanning

window applied to the data. At each angle of rotation 4 clear frequency peaks

are evident in the FFT, all within quite close range to each other. The 4 peaks

are plotted along against angle of rotation in Figure 2.15 (b). The minimum

frequencies occur along the (1,1,0) direction as indicated by the dashed black line

where frequencies are given in table 2.3. This almost exact agreement with the

measurements of Savage et al. [14] along the (1,1,0) direction on a sample with

similiar n of at as shown in Figure 1.10 (a) and also given in Table 2.3. The slight

differences could be attributed to sample quality and small changes in n. The 4

dashed coloured curves are equal to F0/cos θ where θ = 0 at 45◦ along the (1,1,0)

and F0 is then the frequency at the (1,1,0). These curves and their significance

will be discussed further in section 2.4.

To determine the effective mass field sweeps were carried out between 2-6 K
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Figure 2.17: The magnitude of oscillations | ρ | normalised to zero field resistivity
ρ0 against temperature for various fields. The dashed lines are then fits to the
Lifshitz-Kosevich temperature damping factor, RT . The value of m∗ is varied to
obtain the best fits, with all fits shown for m∗ = 0.45 me.

up to 9 T in the variable temperature insert system in Edinburgh. Oscillations

were evident between 6-9 T in this set-up for the field applied along the (1,0,0).

The amplitude of the oscillations after the background polynomial has been

subtracted, ρ, normalised to the zero field resistivity ρ0 are shown in Figure 2.16

from 2 - 6 K. The decrease in amplitude is clear going to higher temperatures.

As mentioned in the introduction there is a temperature damping factor, RT ,

associated with quantum oscillations given by

| ρ |
ρ0

∝ RT ∝
αm∗T/B

sinh(αm∗T/B)
(2.13)

where α ≈ 14.69 T/K for S.I. units. To determine the effective mass the

magnitude of the amplitude of several of the oscillations, | ρ |, was extracted from

the curves in Figure 2.16. These amplitudes were plotted against temperature

in Figure 2.17 for various fields. The fields are the mean value of actual field

where the oscillation occurs. The dashed curves are then fits to equation 2.13

with a value of m∗ = 0.45. This allows an estimation of the effective mass to be

m∗ = 0.45± 0.03me electron masses.

Also mentioned in Chapter 1 is the dependence of oscillation amplitude on

applied field, decribed by a field damping factor RD. For the case of the Shubnikov
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Figure 2.18: (a) The FFT for oscillations with the field applied along the (1,0,0)
direction at 20 mK. There are 4 clear peaks in the frequency. (b) The oscillations
after a smoothly varying background has been subtracted plotted against inverse
field. The oscillations have been normalised to the zero field resistivity. (c) A
summation of 4 cosine waves with frequencies deduced from the FFT damped by
the Dingle factor RD with TD = 8 K

de Haas oscillations

| ρ |
ρ0

∝ RD ∝
1

B2
exp (

−αm∗TD
B

) (2.14)

where TD is the Dingle temperature. Due to the existence of several frequencies

occuring over the same field range it is difficult to obtain an amplitude dependence

on field. The oscillations against inverse field for B applied along the (1,0,0) at 20

mK are shown in Figure 2.17 (b), where the field dependence on amplitude is clear.

The FFT of the data is shown in Figure 2.17 (a) with 4 clearly distinct frequencies

as already discussed, indicated by the black arrows. To try and replicate this

field dependence, 4 cosine waves were summed to produce a wave of amplitude,

A, given by

A =
∑
n

cos(2πAreln FnB + φ) (2.15)

where Fn are the frequencies deduced from the FFT and φ is just a phase

correction were considered. The relative amplitude, Areln , of each frequency is

also deduced fom the FFT.

The summation of the 4 waves and the resulting beating formation is shown
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2.4. Discussion

[1,0,0] freq (T) Scattering length (Å)
236 330
302 377
352 407
412 441

Table 2.4: A table showing quantum oscillation frequencies for sample S24 with
field applied along (1,0,0) direction in 1st column. The scattering length for each
frequency is then shown in the 2nd column.

in Figure 2.18 (c). Although the frequency profiles of the oscillations do not

exactly match between Figure 2.18 (b) and (c) the amplitude profiles show relative

agreement. The curve in Figure 2.18 (c) was for TD = 8 K and used the earlier

deduced m∗ = 0.45. We can then assume a Dingle temperature of ≈ 8 K. Using

this Dingle temperature an estimation for the scattering length can be made since

TD =
h̄

2πkB

1

τ
(2.16)

as discussed in Chapter 1. Then the scattering length l is given by

l =
h̄2kF

2πkBm∗TD
(2.17)

where kF is the Fermi wavevector and the the extremal surface area S = πk2
F =

2πe
h̄
F . If the same Dingle temperature and effective mass is assumed for the

various frequencies in the FFT then values of scattering length could be calculated

and are shown in Table 2.4. Of course it may not be the case each frequency

belongs to a part of the Fermi surface with the same m∗ and TD.

2.4 Discussion

Two growths of SnTe have produced single crystals of high quality. The resistivity

curves show clearly the samples pass through the structural transition giving

an accurate determination of Tc. Growth 3 with a Sn:Te molar ratio of 51:49

produced crystals with lower carrier concentrations and higher Tc’s than the

growth 2 with 50:50 ratio. This extra molar weight of Sn has then replaced some

of the Sn vacancies in the lattice lowering n. Other groups have successfully
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diffused more Sn into the sample by vacuum annealing in the presence of Sn

ingots [13]. However an extensive search of the literature proves stoichiometric

SnTe has not be thus far achieved. Annealing in the presence of elemental Sn

may not give an even diffusion into the samples etc., possibly lowering overall

sample quality. Some attempts were made to vary the carrier concentration by

annealing, which proved unsuccessful. The as-grown material was instead used

for all experiments in the thesis even though n is still relatively high.

The vast majority of previous experiments have used single crystals grown by

Czochralski or Bridgman techniques. These provide crystals of much larger sizes

than our currently grown samples that can be used in neutron experiments such

as those by Pawley et al. [25] . However crystals of such large sizes will most likely

not have a very even distribution of Sn vacancies throughout the entire crystal.

The material itself is also very brittle and cracks form easily. Large crystals would

then contain many cracks and other dislocations etc.. So our grown crystals may

be rather small in comparison but their size and method of preparation should

hopefully mean a more even distribution of vacancies.

The quantum oscillation data in all samples measured showed 4 clear similar

frequencies. Sample S24 showed the 4 frequencies following the same shape

rotating from (1,0,0) to (0,1,0) via the (1,1,0) as shown in Figure 2.15 (b). The

frequency minimum F0 occurs at the (1,1,0) point. Figure 2.15 (b) also contains

curves of F0/ cos(θ) as discussed in the text. Quantum oscillation frequencies

following such a 1/ cos(θ) shape would be caused by a Fermi surface with the

shape of a long cylinder. Savage et al.’s [14] quantum oscillation data on a

sample with a very similar n to S24 is shown in Figure 1.10 (a) also containing

4 frequencies. The values of F along the (1,1,0) in Figure 1.10 (a) agree very

closely with those measured here on S24 as already discussed. Savage et al. [14]

did not measure quantum oscillations along the (1,0,0) direction due to a possible

increase in scattering or effective mass. However as shown we clearly can measure

along the (1,0,0) and can deduce the shape of the Fermi surface further.

Using the results of Savage et al. [14] which indicate the minimum frequency

occurs at the L-point then the Fermi surface is made up of 4 pockets that are

elongated cylinder shapes along L. Why there are 4 frequencies is a matter

of interpretation. The structural distortion elongates the Brillouin zone along

the (1,1,1) direction. So this elongation could change the Fermi surface in that
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2.4. Discussion

direction and one would then expect 2 different quantum oscillation frequencies.

Further to this the shape of the pockets may also be modified leading to a

further doubling in the number of frequencies. Quantum oscillations are measured

under high pressure in Chapter 4. Pressure was seen to suppress the structural

transition. When suppressed the 4 measured oscillation frequencies became a

single frequency, clearly indicating the 4 frequencies are a cause of the distortion.

However a direct comparison with theory is needed to see how the distortion

affects the Fermi surface so that 4 frequencies are detected.

Along the (1,1,1) direction Savage et al. [14] measured m∗ = 0.125±0.012 me.

For the (1,0,0) direction results here, a value of m∗ = 0.45±0.05 me was deduced.

This increase in effective mass would be one reason Savage et al. [14] did not

measure oscillations along (1,0,0) as they pointed out. Savage et al. [14] also

measure a value of TD = 17.3 ± 1.7K along the (1,1,1) direction whilst these

results produce a value of TD ≈ 8 ± 2K along the (1,0,0). Also suggesting an

increase in scattering rates along this direction. However Savage et al. [14] were

able to make a much more accurate determinations of m∗ and TD because they

were calculated from a sample of very high carrier concentration that displayed

only one frequency belonging to the pockets at L. In determining TD we have

assumed m∗ is the same for each frequency which may not be the case. One

should also note the value of m∗ and TD will most likely be very sample and

n dependent. Therefore a direct comparison between samples may not be valid.

Measurements for m∗ and TD on the same sample with and without the transition

suppressed by pressure is discussed in Chapter 4.

Also seen in the sample of Savage et al. [14] with high n is the formation

of another small pocket of holes. Allgaier and Houston [39] suggest this second

pocket is elongated along the (1,0,0) directions. There may be some indications

of this second pocket within some of our samples such as in S21 in Figure 2.12 (c)

where a frequency of very low value in the FFT transform is seen. It is however

absent in the FFT in Figure 2.13 (c) belonging to sample S31 with a smaller n.

The filling of this second pocket may then be possible even in the distorted phase.

The next chapter will now discuss the detection of the structural transition in

SnTe using inelastic X-ray scattering to measure its phonon dispersion curves.
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Chapter 3

Inelastic X-Ray Scattering in

SnTe

This Chapter discusses inelastic X-ray scattering on a single crystal of SnTe from

growth 2. A brief introduction to the technique is given as well as a description

of the experiment. Measured phonon dispersion curves at various q vectors

throughout the Brillouin zone are then discussed. Upon cooling, transverse

optic phonon softening and recovering was seen corresponding to the structural

transition. These measured results are also compared with calculated phonon

dispersion curves carried out by Andreas Hermann.

3.1 Technique and Sample set-up

As mentioned in Chapter 1 phonon dispersion curves can be measured in

experiments in which the lattice vibrations exchange energy with an external

probe. Traditionally the inelastic scattering of neutron beams was the technique

of choice, to accurately measure the dispersion curves, via the nuclear motion of

the atoms. However the use of inelastic X-ray scattering to measure the coherent

motion of electronic clouds around the atoms is now possible. The equivalence

of the two is then based on the adiabatic approximation that the electrons move

with the nuclei [42]. Phonons have an energy on the scale of meV similiar to

that of thermal neutrons while X-rays have energies on the scale of keV. But by

using a high resolution monochromator the bandwidth of the incident X-rays can

be reduced to the meV level. The scattered beams pass through analysers with
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3.1. Technique and Sample set-up

similiar resolution allowing for measurement of phonon dispersion curves. The

main advantages for using X-rays is the reduction in size of the samples. Due

to the low flux of neutron sources samples with volumes of cm3 are required.

But current synchrotron light sources allow for extremely small samples to be

studied, such as the single crystals of SnTe discussed in the previous chapter. An

inelastic X-ray experiment was carried out on a sample of SnTe at the European

Synchrotron Radiation Facility’s (ESRF) ID28 inelastic X-ray scattering beamline

to measure its phonon dispersion.

For any scattering experiment the laws of energy and momentum conservation

apply

Q = kf − ki (3.1)

| Q |= k2
i + k2

f − 2kikf cos θS (3.2)

h̄ω = Ei − Ef (3.3)

where in equation (3.1) the scattering vector Q is the difference between

the incoming and outgoing wavevectors ki and kf respectively. This then

represents the momentum conservation. Equation (3.3) then represents the

energy conservation where h̄ω is the energy transferred to the sample which is the

difference between the incoming and outgoing energies Ei and Ef respectively.

For elastic scattering, | ki |=| kf |, so for Q equal to G, a reciprocal lattice

vector, the Bragg condition

Q = G = kf − ki (3.4)

will be satisfied, as is the case in the diffracted spots in the Laue diffraction

technique discussed in the previous chapter. Inelastic scattering is much more

complicated. Now | ki |6=| kf |, since energy has been transferred between the

photon and the sample. Two situations can then arise

1. ki > kf and h̄ω > 0 so energy is transferred from the incident wave to the

sample and an excitation is created

2. ki < kf and h̄ω < 0 so the sample gives up a quantum of energy to the

incident beam and an excitation annilhilated

Chapter 2 of the text by Shirane et al. [43] contains the formulas describing

inelastic scattering and shall not be repeated here. The term we are interested in is
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the dynamical structure factor S(Q, ω), associated with the inelastic scattering of

the phonon excitations with incident photons as a function of Q and ω, where ω is

the frequency. It describes the correlations of the electron density in the material

with which the photon interacts. This is the quantity measured experimentally in

a scattering experiment. An important feature of S(Q, ω) is the phonon creation

and annilhilation energies are not independent but obey detailed balance such

that

S(−Q,−ω) = e−h̄ω/kBTS(Q, ω) (3.5)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. The principle of

detailed balance is a general property of a sample in thermal equilibrium, where

there is a balance between any two pairs of states. Thus the probability of a

transition in the sample will be lower for phonon annihilation than for creation.

Detailed balance and thermal equilibrium allow S(Q, ω) to be described

by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem discussed in Chapter 7 of the text by

Chaikin and Lubensky [44] and given in equation 3.6 below. The fluctuation-

dissipation theorem relates S(Q, ω) the response of the system (the fluctuation) to

be described by the dynamical susceptibility χ(q, ω) associated with the phonons.

S(Q, ω) is then related to the imaginary part, or dissipative part of χ(qω) (written

χ
′′
) as

S(Q, ω) = π−1[n(ω) + 1]χ
′′
(q, ω) (3.6)

where n(ω) = 1/(eh̄ω/kBT−1) is the Bose factor. The principle of detailed balance

then requires χ
′′

to be an odd function of ω so S(Q, ω) is always positive.

For the case where incident X-rays create or annilhilate completely harmonic

phonons then χ
′′

will be written in terms of Delta functions. However as already

discussed in Chapter 1 we must also consider higher order anharmonic terms.

The consequence of these anharmonic terms is not only a renormalisation but

also a linewidth of the frequencies. The linewidth is caused by electron-phonon,

phonon-phonon interactions etc.. So then χ
′′

is described more accurately by a

damped harmonic oscillator written as

χ′′(q, ω) =
A

[Γ(ω)2 + (h̄ω − h̄ωo(q))2]
− A

[Γ(ω)2 + (h̄ω + h̄ωo(q))2]
(3.7)

where ωo(q) is the undamped harmonic phonon frequency at wavevector q, Γ(ω) is

the frequency dependent half-width-at- half-maximum (HWHM) caused by the
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Figure 3.1: A schematic of beamline ID28 taken from the ESRF website [45].

damping and A is the amplitude. Equation (3.7) is then of the form an anti-

symmetrised function composed of two Lorentzians and is an odd function of ω

(see paper by Stock et al. [46]). S(Q, ω) is measured experimentally by varying

the energy transfer of the scattering process in the meV range, while keeping the

momentum transfer constant as shall be described below.

The principle of inelastic X-ray scattering is described by the review article

by Burkel [47] but the points needed to understand the ID28 beamline shall

be mentioned here. A schematic of the beamline ID28 at the ESRF is shown

in Figure 3.1 taken from the ESRF website. The white beam enters from the

undulator source and passes through some pre-monochromators. The beam

then reaches a backscattering monochromator made up of flat perfect crystals

of Silicon. The monochromator works by making use of Bragg (n,n,n) reflections

from the Silicon to produce a beam of well defined energy Ei and wavevector ki.

For this experiment the (999) reflection was used to produce a monochromatic

beam of 17.794 keV. The beam passes through a focussing lens and is incident on

the single crystal sample where the scattering takes place. The scattered beam is

then analysed for energy Ef and wavevector kf by elastic scattering from concave

analysers of singular crystal silicon onto a detector. This defines the momentum

transfer and energy transfer in the scattering process.

The variation of the amount of energy transferred is acheived by varying the

temperature of the monochromator where 2.20 meV= 48 mK. An energy scan

with constant scattering angle 2Θ keeps the momentum transfer fixed and is
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: Thermal diffuse scattering patterns on the sample of SnTe used for
inelastic scattering on ID28. Both images were taken at 300 K by Alexei Bossak
on ID23 at the ESRF. (a) is for an incident beam along the [1,1,1] direction of
the crystal while (b) has the incident beam along the [1, 1,0] direction.

known as a constant Q scan. In ID28 there are 9 analyser-detector pairs allowing

9 constant Q-scans to be measured at once. In this experiment the energy was

scanned in 0.68 meV increments from 19.82 to − 19.82 meV, the energy range

one would expect to see phonon excitation and annihilation in SnTe [27]. The

resulting spectrum of measured intensity vs energy transferred to the sample scan

is directly proportional to S(Q, ω) [42]. For an incident energy of 17.794 keV the

energy resolution in the measured spectrums is 3 meV. Unlike inelastic neutron

scattering however the energy resolution is independent of the energy transfer

and remains 3 meV for all scans measured.

A crystal of SnTe with Tc = 75K from growth 2 was sent to the beamline

scientist, Alexei Bossak, for preparation for inelastic X-ray scattering. The crystal

was cut into a needle with the [1, 1, 0] direction along its length then polished.

After polishing it was etched in a mixture of nitric and hydrochloric acid with

ratio 4:1 at room temperature. Thermal diffuse X-ray scattering was carried

out on beamline ID23 at the ESRF by Alexei Bossak prior to the experiment

taking place on ID28. This experiment was done as a preparation for the main

experiment showing the phonons in the samples could be detected with X-rays and

the long range order and crystal quality was good. Two diffuse scattering intensity

patterns measured in a transmisson mode, with an image plate positioned behind
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Q [1,0,0] direction Q [1,1,0] direction Q [1,1,1] direction phonon
(0, 0, 4)→ (0, 0, 5) (4, 4, 0)→ (3, 3, 0) (2, 2, 2)→ (3, 3, 3) Longitudinal
(1, 1, 5)→ (1, 1, 4) (3, 3, 1)→ (4, 4, 1) - Longitudinal
(4, 4, 0)→ (4, 4, 1) (0, 0, 4)→ (1, 1, 4) (2, 2, 4)→ (1, 1, 5) Transverse
(3, 3, 1)→ (3, 3, 0) (1, 1, 5)→ (0, 0, 5) - Transverse

Table 3.1: A table of selected Q vectors along each high symmetry direction

the sample, are shown in Figure 3.2 (a) and (b) for 300 K for the [1,1,1] and [1,

1,0] directions respectively. The incident monocromatic beam has a wavelength

selected such that the Bragg condition is never satisfied over the entire area of

detection. Thus none of the spots in Figure 3.2 are caused by crystal diffraction

but instead correspond to a planar projection of a unique momentum transfer q

on the Ewald sphere [48] (q is the Q vector reduced to the 1st Brillouin zone by

reciprocal lattice vector G, see below). The scattering is therefore inelastic and

the bright spots in each picture are points on the Ewald sphere that are closest

to neighbouring reciprocal lattice points, where the acoustic phonon population

is high. Other optic phonon modes will also contribute to the measured intensity.

The sample was mounted on the ID28 beamline to be investigated by

inelastic X-ray scattering. The Q vectors to be measured were then decided by

considering the propagation direction of the various phonon modes i.e. tranverse

or longitudinal. The general requirement for a non-zero intensity spectrum at a

fixed Q vector is the phonon mode must have some component of atomic motions

parallel to Q (see review article by Baron [42]). The measured intensity also scales

as Q2 (see Chapter 4 Shirane et al.), however at very large values of Q other terms

such as the Debye-Waller factor can begin to reduce intensity again. Using the

reciprocal lattice vector G each value of Q can then be reduced to q within

the first Brillouin zone. For the fcc lattice the Bragg condition is fulfilled when

hkl are all even or all odd. Close to the Bragg condition (i.e. near q = 0) the

intensity of acoustic modes scales with the intensity of the nearby Bragg reflection,

as already discussed for the diffuse scattering. Whereas the optic mode intensities

where atoms move out of phase with each other scale inversely with nearby Bragg

peaks [42].

For fcc SnTe the unit cell contains 2 atoms that lead to 6 phonon branches,

3 optic and 3 acoustic. We are mainly interested in the Q vectors along
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high directions of symmetry, namely the [1,0,0], [1,1,0] and [1,1,1] directions.

Away from the high symmetry directions the atomic motion become much more

complex. The Q vector directions chosen are shown in Table 3.1 for each high

symmtery direction. The fourth column in the table indicates whether the Q

vectors are either longitudinal or transverse in nature. Longitudinal modes have

q parallel to G while transverse modes have q perpendicular to G. For any value

of Q where the Bragg condition is met or almost met only elastic scattering will

be evident on the intensity vs energy spectrum.

3.2 Phonon Dispersion Results

Intensity vs energy transfer spectra were measured between -19.82 meV to 19.82

meV. Examples of 3 raw measured spectra at 300 K are shown in Figure 3.3 for

various constant Q scans along the (4,4,1) to (3,3,1) direction, as the markers.

There are 3 peaks in each spectra corresponding to phonon annhilation and

phonon creation at positive and negative energy transfers respectively as well

as a peak at zero energy transfer causes by an elastic contribution. In Figure 3.3

it is the longitudinal acoustic phonon branch causing the peaks at positive and

negative energy transfers. It is clear the phonon peak position changes as Q is

varied and hence allows determination of the shape of each phonon branch. The

elastic contribution also decreases with intensity as one moves further from the

Bragg condition, as would be expected. Some constant Q scans may also contain

5 peaks caused by 2 different phonons. The intensity vs energy scans were fitted

to equation 3.7 convoluted with the resolution function of the instrument. The

resolution function was experimentally measured and provided to us by the beam

line scientist Alexei Bossak. It is Lorentzian in shape with a full width half

maximum of 3meV. After convolution the best fit to the experimental data was

selected to provide accurate values of the phonon energy. Examples of the fits

are shown as the solid lines in Figure 3.3.

Spectra in all the Q directions given in Table 3.1 were measured and analysed

using the same fitting method to determine the peak positions and hence phonon

energy. All measured points at 300 K for phonon creation are shown as markers

against reduced zone vector q in Figure 3.4. The error bars shown in Figure 3.4

are equal to 5 times the error of the calculated fit. The factor of 5 was chosen to
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Figure 3.3: Measured intensity vs energy transfer spectra at various values of Q.
The peaks at positive and negative energy transfer are caused by the longitudinal
acoustic phonon. The peak at zero energy is then an elastic contribution.

give a more generous and realistic value for the error due to any departure from

the pure Lorentzian peak profiles.

The points labelled X,K and L in Figure 3.4 are the high symmetry points

along the [1,0,0], [1,1,0] and [1,1,1] at the edge of the Brillouin zone. The phonon

branches are denoted using their group symmtery notation in Figure 3.4 as well

as their more common notation TA-phonon etc.. Figure 3.4 also includes scalar-

relativistic density functional theory calculations at finite temperature 300 K for

fcc SnTe carried out by Andreas Hermann shown as the dashed lines (Ground

state 0 K calculations were also carried out for the rhombohedral phase, see

Figure 3.13) . The scalar-relativistic density functional theory calculations used

the VASP package, [49, 50, 51], a plane wave basis with cutoff energy Ec = 200eV,

and k-point sampling with a linear density of 30/Å
−1

. Ground state and finite

temperature phonon calculations [52, 53] used the finite displacement method in

128-atom super cells of the rhombohedral and cubic phase of SnTe, respectively.
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Figure 3.4: Phonon dispersion curve energies for SnTe at 300 K in the reduced
Brillouin zone with wavevector q along the 3 directions of high symmetry. The
markers are measured experimental points from the phonon creation energy
transfer in the intensity vs energy spectra carried out at constant Q. The dashed
lines are calculated phonon dispersion curves for fcc SnTe at 300 K carried out
by Andreas Hermann.

As already mentioned for fcc SnTe with 2 atoms per unit cell, one would

expect 6 phonon branches. Of the 6 branches 3 would be acoustic being made

up of 1 longitudinal and 2 transverse modes. Similarly there would be 3 optic

branches again made up of 1 longitudinal and 2 transverse modes. However due

to symmetry considerations along the [1,0,0] direction the 2 transverse acoustic

modes are degenerate as are the 2 transverse optic modes. This is indicated in

Figure 3.4 by the presence of only 4 different measured branches along the [1,0,0].

The DFT calculations of phonon dispersion curves however show 6 branches

caused by the method of calculation at finite temperature. The 6 modes are

then seen as 2 non-degenerate TA and TO branches along the [1,0,0] and [1,1,1]

directions as is clearly seen in Figure 3.4 and is not a loss of symmetry but an

artefact of the calculation. A best estimate of the calculated phonon branch is
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Figure 3.5: The phonon dispersion curve energies for SnTe at 300 K in the reduced
Brillouin zone with wavevector q along the 3 directions of high symmetry as
already shown in Figure 3.4. The markers are again measured experimental points
from the phonon creation energy transfer. The dashed lines are calculated phonon
dispersion curves for fcc SnTe at 300 K carried out by Andreas Hermann. The
previously 2 non-degenerate TA and TO phonon calculation branches along the
[1,0,0] and [1,1,1] are now plotted as single dashed curves which are the average
of the 2.

achieved by taking the average as shown in Figure 3.5. The [1,1,0] direction does

not contain the same symmetry and degeneracy however, so 6 modes are always

present. Experimentally the 2 non-degenerate TA phonons can be resolved along

[1,1,0] and only 1 phonon is detected for the 2 TO modes.

The sample was then cooled in a closed cycle cryostat and more constant Q

scans carried out to measure the softening of the TO phonon as previously seen

by Pawley et al. using neutrons. In the [1,0,0] direction the TO-phonon is seen

along a Q propagation direction of (3, 3, 1) → (3, 3, 0). The TO phonon energy

along [1,0,0] is shown in Figure 3.6 (a) for 300 K and 75 K against q. The markers

in Figure 3.6 (a) are experimental points and the dashed lines guides for the eye.
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Figure 3.6: (a) The TO phonon branch energy along [1,0,0] detected at a Q vector
propagation of (3, 3, 1)→ (3, 3, 0) plotted against reduced wave vector q at 300 K
and 75 K. (b) The intensity vs energy spectra for the TO phonon at Q = (3, 3, 0.2)
which are the data points indicated by the black arrows in (a). (c) and (d) The TO
phonon along the [1,1,0] detected at a Q vector propagation of (1, 1, 5)→ (0, 0, 5)
at a range of temperatures.

Clearly seen is a softening of the phonon upon cooling. The measured intensity

vs energy spectra at 300 K and 75 K are shown as the markers in Figure 3.6 (b)

for Q = (3, 3, 0.2). The Q = (3, 3, 0.2) points at 300 K and 75 K are indicated by

the black arrows in Figure 3.5 (a). In the spectra shown in Figure 3.6 (b) the 3

intensity peaks already discussed are evident. The dashed lines in Figure 3.6 (b)

are the calculated fits of equation 3.17 convoluted with the resolution function.

The TO-phonon energy along the [1,1,0] direction at 200 K, 90 K and 75 K

is also shown in Figure 3.6 (c) where it has been seen along a Q propagation

direction of (1, 1, 5) → (0, 0, 5). Again strong softening towards the zone centre
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Figure 3.7: (a) The TO phonon branch energy along [1,1,1] detected at a Q vector
propagation of (1.5, 1.5, 4.5) → (1, 1, 5) plotted against reduced wave vector q at
300 K and 75 K. (b) The TO phonon along [1,1,1] at Tc = 75 K and at 25 K
well below Tc.

is evident. Upon further cooling below 75 K, the measured Tc by resistivity, the

TO-phonon energy is seen to recover to higher values as shown in Figure 3.6 (d)

for 50 K and 25 K. Figure 3.7 shows the TO phonon along the [1,1,1] direction

where the Q propagation direction was (1.5, 1.5, 4.5) → (1, 1, 5) . Figure 3.7 (a)

is the measured phonon energy shown as markers against q for 300 K and 75 K

where again softening is evident. Upon further cooling to 25 K the TO phonon

is again seen to recover as shown in Figure 3.7 (b).

As well as the TO phonon measured along the [1,1,1] direction the TA phonon

was also measured where the Q propagation direction was (2, 2, 4)→ (1.5, 1.5, 4.5)

for comparison. This is the direction the TA phonon is seen closest to the zone

centre Γ. No change in phonon energy was seen at all temperatures measured

for the TA phonon as shown in Figure 3.8. Figure 3.9 shows the measured

intensity vs energy spectra as markers and calculated fits as dashed lines at

Q = (0.1, 0.1, 5) and Q = (1.8, 1.8, 4.2) for the TO phonon along the [1,1,0]

and the TA phonon along the [1,1,1] directions respectively. Again the 3 peaks in

the spectra correspond to phonon creation, annhilation and an elastic contibution

at zero energy transfer. For the TO phonon in Figure 3.9 (a) and (b) the softening

is clearly seen going from 300 K to 75 K. Then at 25 K Figure 3.9 (c) phonon

recovery is also clear, the vertical dashed lines are guides to the eye. The TA
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Figure 3.8: The TA phonon branch energy along [1,1,1] detected at a Q vector
propagation of (2, 2, 4) → (1.5, 1.5, 4.5) plotted against reduced wave vector q at
300 K and 75 K. for a wide range of temperatures.

phonon is shown as Figure 3.9 (d) and (e) for 300 K and 75 K respectively where

no change in phonon energy is detected.

As discussed in Chapter 1 approaching Tc

E2 = h̄2ω2 ∝ (T − Tc) (3.8)

and below Tc

E2 = h̄2ω2 ∝ 2(T − Tc) (3.9)

for a 2nd order ferroelectric phase transition. Since the phonon softens towards

the zone centre Γ, then ω2 at Γ should decrease linearly to zero at Tc. After

passing through the structural distortion ω2 should then recover linearly with

twice the gradient. To determine ω2 at Γ graphs of E2 vs q2 shown in Figure

3.10 were plotted since ω2 ∝ q2 at low q. Figure 3.10 (a) shows measured points

as markers for E2 vs q2 at 300 K, 200 K and 90 K above Tc as well as 75 K at

Tc. To deduce E2 at Γ a line of best fit was plotted for each temperature that

was extrapolated to Γ. Each fit had the gradient held constant and the intercept

gave E2 at Γ. Figure 3.10 (b) then shows the measured points as markers for

temperatures below Tc. Again lines of best fit were made with a slightly lower

fixed gradients than in (a) and the intercepts at Γ deduced. A graph of E2 at
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Figure 3.9: (a)-(c) Measured intensity vs energy transfer spectra at various
temperatures shown as markers at Q = (0.1, 0.1, 5) for the TO phonon propagating
in the [1,1,0] direction. The dashed lines are calculated fits from a convolution
of the resolution function with equation (3.7). (d)-(e) Measured intensity vs
energy transfer spectra at 300 K and 75 K respectively shown as markers at
Q = (1.8, 1.8, 4.2) for the TA propagating in the [1,1,1] direction. The vertical
dashed lines are guides to the eye.

Γ is shown in Figure 3.11 (a) as a function of temperature. According to Figure

3.11 (a) ω2 decreases linearly to zero at Tc = 75 K as indicated by the dashed

line. Below Tc there is also a linear increase of ω2. The ratio of the gradients of

the lines of best fit in Figure 3.11 (a) above and below Tc is between 1:4.8 and

1:5.

As well as the value of phonon energy h̄ω the frequency dependent half-width

at half-maximum Γ(ω) linewidth can be found by fitting the measured spectra

according to equation 3.7. This linewidth is an indication to phonon-electron,

phonon-phonon interactions etc. as already mentioned. The phonon linewidth
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Figure 3.10: (a) A graph of the phonon energy squared vs the q wavevector squared
at various temperatures above and including Tc shown as markers. Lines of best
are also plotted and extrapolated to Γ. (b) Is also a graph of the phonon energy
squared vs the q wavevector squared for temperatures below Tc along with lines of
best fit.

for the TO phonon at Q = (0.1, 0.1, 5) and Q = (0.125, 0.125, 5) close to the zone

centre is shown in Figure 3.11 (b) as a function of temperature. For comparison

the phonon linewidth for the TA phonon at Q = (0.2, 0.2, 0.2) is also plotted in

Figure 3.11 (c). Tc is indicated by the dashed vertical. A sharp drop in phonon

linewidth is measured for temperature below Tc. How the linewidth changes with

q is shown in Figure 3.12 for various temperatures. Figure 3.12 (a) and (b) show

the linewidth increasing almost linearly going from the zone edge to the zone

centre along the [1,1,0] direction at 300 K and 75 K respectively. At 25 K the

linewidth stays almost constant at all q measured shown in Figure 3.12 (c).

Various phonon branches not just the TO and TA were also measured at

Tc = 75 K to detect any other possible anomalies occuring upon entering

the rhombohedral phase. The data is shown as the markers in Figure 3.13.

Scalar-relativistic density functional theory calculations for the ground state 0 K
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Figure 3.11: (a) A graph of the estimated energy squared (E2) at the zone centre
Γ as against temperature. The solid lines are lines of best fit with a gradient ratio
of 1:5 above and below Tc. (b) The variation of the TO phonon linewidth with
temperature at Q = (0.1, 0.1, 5) and Q = (0.125, 0.125, 5). (c) The variation of
TA phonon linewdith with temperature at Q = (0.2, 0.2, 0.2).

rhombohedral phase carried out by Andreas Hermann are also included as the

dashed lines for comparsion. In the rhombohedral phase the high symmetry

degeneracy would be lifted from the transverse modes in the [1,0,0] direction and

all 6 phonon branches would occur at different energies. The calculations for the

rhombohedral phase show all 6 branches however not enough data was collected

in the experiment to measure all branches.

Connection can be made between the long wavelength acoustic phonons,

where the wavelength is much larger than the size of the unit cell, and the

macroscopic elastic properties of the crystal. By considering the motion of the

atoms associated with the acoustic phonon branch one can then picture the

compressional or shear strain it causes the crystal structure. For example in a

longitudinal acoustic mode in a cubic crystal with wave vector along [1,0,0], each
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Temperature (K) C11 (kbar) C12 (kbar) C44 (kbar) B (kbar) ν
300 - Experiment 992 ± 34 75 ± 10 93 ± 9 380 0.386
300 - Calculation 838 ± 17 110 ± 09 150 ± 5 353 0.313
75 - Experiment 1042 ± 48 62 ± 10 90 ± 15 389 0.392

Table 3.2: A table of elastic constants derived from both experiment and
calculations. Also included is the Bulk modulus, B, and Poisson’s ratio ν.

(1,0,0) plane is displaced in the x direction by a constant amount relative to its

neighbouring planes. Therefore the displacement ux of each plane is proportional

to its position x. This corresponds to a uniform compressional strain of the crystal

as explained in Chapter 7 of the text by Dove [21].

When all symmetry is considered each acoustic mode frequency ω relates to

the displacement by

ρω2ũ = M · ũ (3.10)

where ρ is the density of the material, M is a dynamical matrix and the acoustic

modes propagate as u(t) = ũ exp(i[k · r − ωt]). Then ρω2 are eigenvalues of

the dynamical matrix and the eigenvectors give the corresponding motions. The
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Figure 3.13: Phonon dispersion curve energies for SnTe at 75 K in the reduced
Brillouin zone with wavevector q along the 3 directions of high symmetry. The
markers are measured experimental points from the phonon creation energy
transfer in the intensity vs energy spectra carried out at constant Q. The dashed
lines are calculated phonon dispersion curves for rhombohedral SnTe at 0 K
carried out by Andreas Hermann.

dynamical matrix is of the form

Mik =
∑
i,j

Cijklkjkl (3.11)

and hence the elastic constants, C, which are 4th rank tensors, can be calculated.

Symmetry cancels a lot of components and the symmetrical dynamical matrix for

a cubic material has 3 different components C11, C12 and C44. The constant C11

is an axial compression such as the longitudinal acoustic uniform compression

example given above. The C44 is a shear stress such as a shear in the [1,0,0]

direction caused by a transverse phonon in the [0,1,0] direction. The C12 is the

modulus for dilation on compression, such as an axial stress in one direction

causing a strain in a perpendicular axis. A table of each acoustic modes atomic

motion and the corresponding combination of elastic constants is also shown in
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Branch v [1,0,0] m/s v [1,1,0] m/s v [1,1,1] m/s
Longitudinal 300 K 3931 4419 4861
Longitudinal 75 K 4118 4542 4943
Transverse 300 K 1026 1527 3457
Transverse 75 K - - 3710

Table 3.3: A table of the speed of sound in longitudinal and transverse directions
for each high symmetry direction calculated from the acoustic phonons in SnTe

Dove [21]. Using the frequency of the acoustic phonon branches in the long

wavelength limit, q, and density of SnTe, ρ, values of elastic constant were

calculated for this experiment. The values are shown in Table 3.2. Included

in Table 3.2 is the bulk modulus B given by

B =
C11 + 2C12

3
(3.12)

for a cubic material. Also shown is the Poisson’s ratio, ν, estimated by the

equation

ν =
3B − 2G

6B + 2G
(3.13)

where G is the shear modulus in this case equal to C44. The speeds of sound, v,

equal to ∂ω/∂q for each acoustic phonon that data is available for are also shown

in Table 3.3.

3.3 Discussion

The phonon dispersion curves in fcc SnTe at 300 K were successfully measured

along all high symmetry directions in the Brillouin zone shown in Figure 3.4. The

curves are labelled by their group symmetry notation ∆5(A),∆1(O) etc. which

describes the symmetry of the atomic motion. The DFT calculations carried out

by Andreas Hermann show good agreement with the data points in Figure 3.3,

although a pronounced splitting of the degenerate transverse modes along [1,0,0]

is present caused by an artefact of the high temperature calculation. By taking the

average of the splitting as a good estimate shown in Figure 3.5, better agreement is

seen. Comparison of the elastic constants between the calculation and experiment

which are shown in Table 3.2 also show very good agreement. Both experiment
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Figure 3.14: The phonon dispersion results of Cowley et al [27]. The solid
markers indicate transverse modes while the open markers longitudinal. These
results agree well with ours in Figure 3.4, direct comparison of scales is given by
4.13 meV = 1 THz.

and calculation agree well with the previous experiment carried out by Cowley

et al. shown in Figure 3.14 in terms of both energy and branch shape.

Upon cooling the TO-phonon curve was seen to strongly decrease in energy

i.e. soften, towards the zone centre shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. This has

been previously seen in the results of Pawley et al. [25] as shown in Figure 1.7. In

Pawley et al.′s results the TO phonon decreases in energy towards the zone centre

for all temperatures to 6 K. However the energy never reached zero indicating it

was only approaching a ferroelectric transition. The energy at the zone centre, Γ,

in our experiment was estimated from the linear plots of E2 vs q2 shown in

Figure 3.10. From the plots it is clear at 75 K the energy of the TO phonon at

Γ reaches zero. The resistivity curve of the sample measured in this experiment

also showed an anomaly at 75 K associated with the structural transition. We

can then conclude at 75 K the sample has passed through a phase transition.

The nature of the phase transition is the most interesting point. Many

previous experiments have noted SnTe has gone through a structural distortion as

discussed at length in Chapter 1. Changes in peak intensity in neutron scattering

[30] and peak splitting in X-ray scattering [28] indicate a transition has taken

place. But the results reported here are the first proof that the transition is

ferroelectric in nature. After the phonon energy has decreased to zero at Tc,
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at temperatures below Tc of 50 K and 25 K the measured TO phonon branch

recovered to higher energies, shown clearly in Figure 3.6 (d). The energy at

Γ vs temperature is shown in Figure 3.11 (a) where a linear decrease to Tc is

followed by a linear increase below Tc. The ratio of the slope of the two lines

above and below Tc is between 1:4.8 and 1:5. The Landau theory discussed in

Chapter 1 gives a linear decrease to zero in a 2nd order transition followed by a

linear recovery with twice the slope. However this is only valid for temperatures

near Tc whereas the data shown here is for a temperature range of 275 K. The

transition is still clearly 2nd order even though the slopes don’t exactly match

that of Landau theory. This would agree with the previous measured specific

heat data by Hatta and Kobayashi [35] discussed in Chapter 1, who also seen the

transition to be 2nd order.

The recovered phonon then clearly represents a frozen in co-ordinate and

a displacive transition. A polar axis has also formed and the transition is

ferroelectric. The symmetry is then lowered by the displacement which as

discussed in Chapter 1 is along the [1,1,1] direction and a rhombohedral angle

below 60◦ is present. No previous reports of ferroelectricity have been measured

in SnTe. Attempts by Salje et al. [36] on samples with a lower n than our

samples were drowned out by the large number of free carriers. Even though the

conductivity of SnTe is high for all temperature it is still a semi conductor from all

previous experimental evidence. It is then a degenerate semi-conductor with the

high number of carriers making it look metallic. Most well known ferroelectrics

are much more insulating than SnTe allowing for polarisation to be measured.

No attempts were made on our samples to measure ferroelectricity.

The TA phonon along the [1,1,1] direction was also measured at all tempera-

ture ranges as shown in Figure 3.8. There were no signifcant changes seen, within

error, in the TA phonon at any measured temperature. The behaviour seen in the

TO phonon was then not caused by a change in instrument resolution or sample

environment etc.. There were also no signifcant changes seen in any of the elastic

constants above and at Tc as shown in Table 3.2. This agrees with the previous

results of Salje et al. [36] who only seen a small kink at Tc. The relevance of

the changes in in phonon linewidth below Tc shown in Figure 3.11 and 3.12 are

postponed to be discussed in Chapter 4 where more data relating the effective

mass, m∗, with and without the structural distortion was acquired.
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Chapter 4

High Pressure Studies of SnTe

This chapter discusses transport measurements on SnTe carried out under

high hydrostatic pressures. First a brief discussion of previous high pressure

experiments is given. This is followed by a description of the technique used to

measure transport properties in diamond anvil cells. Resistivity, Hall effect and

quantum oscillation results are then discussed at various pressures.

4.1 Introduction and Technique

The purpose of the investigation carried out in this chapter was to see how

the ferroelectric transition and carrier concentration in SnTe varies with high

hydrostatic pressure. The surface state in SnTe predicted by T. Hsieh et al. [11]

and seen experimentally by Tanaka et al. [10], above Tc, is protected by the mirror

symmetry of the fcc phase as discussed in Chapter 1. Below Tc the ferroelectric

transition would then lower the crystal symmetry acting to destroy some of the

surface states. Using the anomaly associated with Tc in the resistivity its pressure

dependence was tracked. Above 6 kbar the ferroelectric phase was suppressed. A

two component Hall response also becomes apparent under high pressure. The

results of the investigation are given in Section 4.2 along with a full discussion

in Section 4.3. A brief review of the previous high pressure work carried out on

SnTe and the techniques used make up the remainder of this section.

Following an extensive search of the literature, there have been no reports of

a high pressure experimental investigation of the ferroelectric transition in SnTe.

Kafalas and Mariano [54] have however investigated the crystal structure of SnTe
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to 50 kbar at constant temperature (assumed room temperature). The sample

was large and cylindrical with a 1.5 mm radius and 20 mm length. They used a

belt high pressure apparatus (this type of apparatus is described in the paper by

Hall [55]), that allowed pressure to be applied to such a large sample. A pressure

transmitting medium (PTM) of solid NaCl was used to ensure a hydrostatic

distribution of pressure. Kafalas and Mariano found a structural transition at

18 kbar from the fcc phase to a orthorhomic structure of space group Pnma

that coincided with a 360% increase in sample resistance. More recently Zhou

et al. [56] carried out an investigation of the high pressure phases of SnTe with a

diamond anvil cell and silicone oil PTM. Using X-ray diffraction, at 300 K, Zhou

et al. found the fcc phase was stable to 41 kbar. Above 41 kbar a transition to

an orthorhombic phase was measured, which was 1st order in nature. The results

presented here are only carried out to 22 kbar where there is no evidence of a

cubic to orthorhombic transition, as shall be discussed further in Section 4.3.

Pressure was applied in this investigation using a diamond anvil cell received

from Konstantin Kamenev, Edinburgh, and is shown in Figure 4.1. A diamond

with a 800 µm culet was glued in place using black stycast 2850 FT epoxy to

a hardened BeCu nut as shown in Figure 4.1 (a). The nut was then screwed

into the bottom of the hardened BeCu body of the cell and tightened. Another

diamond with a 800 µm culet was stycast to the grooved BeCu cylinder. This

cylinder passed through the top of the cell body using the threaded bar shown in

Figure 4.1 (b) along with several washers, spacers and a top locking nut. The two

culets were then aligned under a microscope until they were completely parallel.

To contain the sample a gasket was made from 300 µm thick steel that was

indented to 150 µm within the pressure region. A hole of 400 µm was drilled in

the steel and the gasket placed between the opposing diamonds. Pressure could

be applied by tightening the top locking nut while holding the cell body in a

vice. A washer with bearings was used so when tightening the top locking nut

the grooved cylinder and top diamond would also not turn. A plastic spacer was

used to help with drops in pressure due to thermal contraction. A schematic of

the entire cell including the gasket is shown in Figure 4.1 (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: A Picture of the diamond anvil pressure cell received from Konstantin

Kamenev used in this investigation is shown in (a) while a schematic is shown in

(b)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: (a) A picture of the sample within the gasket hole. The white

material is the insulation covering the steel gasket. The ruby used for pressure

determination is pointed out. (b) A schematic of the sample in the gasket held

between the two opposing diamonds.

To insulate the sample from the gasket so electrical contact could be made to

the sample insulation was made from 1266 white stycast epoxy and aluminium

(III) oxide powder was mixed in a weight ratio of 50:50. A thin layer of the

mixture was added the top surface of the gasket and filled the hole. The cell
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: (a) The results of Piermarini et al. [57] showing the spectral shift of
the sharp fluorescence R1 line in ruby with pressure. (b) The results of Imura
et al. [58] showing the freezing temperature of Daphne oil 7373 as a function of
pressure.

was closed until the insulation thickness reached 60 µm. A hole was then drilled

in the insulation of 250 µm so when the sample was placed within the hole it

was completely insulated from the gasket. The SnTe sample chosen was a single

crystal of length 220 µm, width 150 µm and thickness 135 µm from growth 3 and

is shown inside the insulated gasket in Figure 4.2 (a). A schematic of the sample

inside the gasket hole is also shown in Figure 4.2 (b). Laue diffraction was carried

out beforehand and showed the [1,0,0] direction was along its thickness while the

[0,1,0] and [0,0,1] directions were along the width and length respectively.

Six 10 µm gold wire contacts were added to the sample such that the current

was applied along the [0,0,1] direction. The other 4 contacts were then voltage

contacts along the length and across the width of the sample, so both the Hall

effect and magnetoresistance was measured. Contact to the 10 µm wires was then

achieved by using larger 25 µm gold wires as shown in Figure 4.2 (a), that were

flatted at one end and cut into sharp points using a razor blade. These wires

were then split into twisted pairs of current and voltage contacts. To determine

the pressure a chip of ruby was placed within the sample space as is pointed
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out in Figure 4.2 (a). The spectral shift of the sharp fluorescence lines in ruby

varies linearly as a function of pressure as described by Piermarini et al.. [57].

The result of Piermarini et al.. is shown in Figure 4.3 (a) carried out at room

temperature. Using Raman spectroscopy a ruby fluorescence line at 694.23 nm

was observed for the ruby chip located within our sample space at 297 K. This

fluorescence line is denoted R1 and the pressure was then calculated from its shift

at 297 K for all measurements.

The PTM was then added to the gasket hole to make the pressure distribution

as hydrostatic as possible. Originally a mixture of methanol:ethanol 4:1 was used

since the FWHM of the R1 line has been reported to be less than 0.2 nm at 50

kbar and 77 K by Tateiwa and Haga [59]. A small FWHM would indicate a

very hydrostatic distribution of pressure. However due to its quick evaporation

rate at room temperature and the time required to close the cell its use became

impractical. Instead Daphne oil 7373 was used as a PTM although it has a

FWHM of 0.5 nm at 50 kbar and 77 K as reported by Tateiwa and Haga

[59]. Upon cooling the Daphne oil froze at a temperature which was pressure

dependent. The freezing point of Daphne oil 7373 as a function of pressure is

shown in Figure 4.3 (b) taken from Imura et al. [58].

After filling the pressure space with Daphne oil 7373 the cell was closed and

the top nut tightened to apply pressure. A shift in the R1 line corresponding

to 6 kbar was observed. The cell was then cooled to 2 K in the closed cycle

refridgerator described in Chapter 2 and resistivity of the sample was measured

using a 300 µA current applied at 23 Hz. A calibrated cernox thermometer was

firmly bolted to the body of the cell. Heating and cooling was done at slow rates

of 0.2 K/min to make sure of a good thermal exchange between the sample and

helium gas. Field sweeps were also carried out from ±9 T to measure the Hall

voltage and magnetoresistance.

Attempts were made to measure the pressure at low temperature by using

an optical fibre but these proved to be unsuccessful. Following each heating and

cooling cycle the R1 ruby line was remeasured at 297 K to see if the pressure

had changed. After the thermal cycling at 6 kbar the pressure of the sample

remained the same. It was then placed in the dilution refridgerator system in

Edinburgh so lower temperatures and higher fields could be reached in an attempt

to measure quantum oscillations. The pressure was again remeasured after this
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further thermal cycling and remained at 6 kbar.

The dilution refridgerator comes from Cryogenic Ltd. and reaches a base

temperature of 20 mK by using He3 and He4 within its mixing chamber. The

cell is then attached using a OFHC bracket, to a high thermal conductivity silver

probe that makes contact with the mixing chamber. The hardened BeCu the

cell was contructed from does not have a particularly high thermal conductivity

so care was taken to make sure sufficient time was given for it to thermalise. A

calibrated ruthenium oxide thermometer was attached to the cell and its reading

was used for sample temperature estimation. The dilution fridge contains a 14 T

superconducting magnet of which the sample had been measured to be in the field

centre of. Field ramps from ±14 T were carried out at a slow rate of 0.02 T/min

to accurately measure quantum oscillations, shown in section 4.2.

Higher pressures of 10 kbar were also measured first to from 300 K - 2 K

to measure resistivity then removed and placed in the dilution fridge to measure

quantum oscillations. Upon thermal cycling an increase of pressure was measured

of 3 kbar in the R1 ruby line at 297 K. Before each cool down the pressure was

then set as accurately as possible to 10 kbar at 297 K. In other higher pressures

of 17 kbar and 22 kbar similiar drifts in pressure were measured upon thermal

cycling.

4.2 Results

The resistivity curves at each measured pressure are shown in Figure 4.4 (a), (d),

(g) and (j), calculated from the geometric factors. The anomalies indicated by

the black arrows correspond to the freezing of the Daphne oil PTM. The freezing

temperatures agree well with those previously seen by Imura et al. [58] at the

same pressures shown in Figure 4.3 (b). Since the contacts may move as the

pressure is increased, graphs of the resistivity normalised with the value at 300 K

were also plotted in Figure 4.4 (b), (e), (h) and (k). To obtain the resistivity at

300 K a straight line is fitted to the region between 150 - 230 K and extrapolated

to 300 K. This is to avoid any inaccuracy caused by the anomaly associated with

the Daphne oil freezing. The fits are shown as the dashed lines in Figure 4.4 (b),

(e), (h) and (k). The residual resistivity normalised to the resistivity at 300 K

for each pressure is shown in Table 4.1. To detect the structural transition the
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Figure 4.4: (a), (d), (g) and (j) Resistivity curves at various pressures to 2 K. The

black arrows indicate Daphne oil 7373 freezing temperature. (b), (e), (h) and (k)

Resistivity curves normalised to the resistivity at 300 K at various pressures. (c),

(f), (i) and (l) Graphs of the resistivity ρ differentiated with respect to temperature

at various pressures.
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Figure 4.5: (a) The anti-symmetrised measured Hall resistivity at 2 K for each
pressure to 9 T (b) The magnetoresistance, symmetrised, at 2 K for each measured
pressure.

resistivity curves were differentiated with respect to temperature between 2 - 200

K well away from the Daphne oil freezing. These curves are shown in Figure 4.4

(c), (f), (i) and (l). A change in slope corresponding to a Tc = 88 K at 6 kbar

is shown in Figure 4.4 (c). However at the higher pressures measured no such

anomaly was detected.

Pressure (kbar) ρ2K/ρ300K n× 1020 cm−3

6 0.134 0.70 ± 0.05
10 0.195 1.51 ± 0.05
17 0.188 1.59 ± 0.05
22 0.189 1.63 ± 0.05

Table 4.1: A table of the resistivity at 2 K, ρ2K , normalised to the resistivity at
300 K, ρ300K , and the carrier concentration n for each pressure.

The Hall resistivity and magnetoresistance for each pressure was measured to

9 T shown in Figure 4.5 at 2 K. Both positive and negative field sweeps allowed
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Figure 4.6: (a) The measured raw Hall resistivity at 6 kbar and 2 K showing
misalignment of the contacts has occurred (b) The Hall resistivity after anti-
symetrization according to equation (2.3).

for symmetrisation and anti-symmetrisation of the magnetoresistance and Hall

signals using the resistivity tensor described previously in Chapter 2. As an

example the raw curve of Hall resistivity at 6 kbar and 2 K is shown in Figure

4.6 (a) without any anti-symmterisation. A field of almost -3.2 T was required to

produce zero Hall resistivity. Anti-symmetrisation was then carried out as before

using equation (2.3) and the anti-symmetrized curve is shown in Figure 4.6 (b).

The carriers are holes throughout all measurements. The values of n are also

shown in Table 4.1 deduced from the slope of the linear part at higher fields in

each Hall curve.
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Figure 4.7: (a) The measured Hall signal at 6 kbar for various temperatures clearly
displaying quantum oscillations. The field has been applied along the (1,0,0)
direction of the crystal. (b) Plots of the oscillation amplitude ρ after a smoothly
varying background has been subtracted normalised to the zero field resistivity ρ0

against inverse field.

Quantum oscillations were then measured to 14 T in the dilution fridge set up

where the field direction was parallel to the (1,0,0) direction in the sample. The

oscillations are evident in the hall signal shown in Figure 4.7 (a). A smoothly

varying polynomial background is again subtracted to reveal the oscillation

amplitudes, ρ, which are plotted against inverse field in Figure 4.7 (b) for various

temperatures. Again the temperature dependence of the oscillations was used

to calculate the effective mass. The amplitude only decreases slightly over the

temperature range measured. Due to the calibration of the thermometry it was

not possible to measure accurately field sweeps above 3.5 K. However effective

masses between of m∗ = 0.23-0.25 me where determined from the fits shown in
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Figure 4.8: (a)-(c) The magnitude of the amplitude of oscillations | ρ | /ρ0 against
temperature at for 3 fields, shown as markers. The dashed lines are fits to equation
4.1 in order to determine the effective mass m∗.

Figure 4. 8 (a) - (c). The fits are equal to

| ρ |
ρ0

∝ RT ∝
αm∗T/B

sinh(αm∗T/B)
(4.1)

as disussed in Chapter 2. The effective mass was then determined to be 0.25 ±
0.03 me. The FFT tranform of the oscillations interpolated to 5000 points with

inverse field was then carried out shown in Figure 4.9. The same method of

using the Hanning window and padding with 100,000 zeros was used as before in

Chapter 2. There are still clearly 4 sharp peaks in the FFT at all temperatures.

The smaller peaks above 300 T are equal to twice the frequency of the 4 main

peaks as a result of the beating of the oscillations. The Dingle temperature was

then estimated using the equation

| ρ |
ρ0

∝ RD ∝
1

B2
exp (

−αm∗TD
B

) (4.2)

as was done before in Chapter 2. The oscillations at 250 mK are shown in Figure

4.10 (b). To try and replicate this field dependence, 4 cosine waves were summed
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Figure 4.9: The FFT of the oscillations in the Hall signal at 6 kbar interpolated
to 5000 points in inverse field for various temperatures. A Hanning window was
used and the data is padded with 100,000 zeros.

[1,0,0] freq (T) 6 kbar Scattering length 6 kbar (Å)
161.0 330
211.8 375
243.0 400
278.7 430

Table 4.2: A table showing quantum oscillation frequencies for sample pressurised
sample at 6 kbar with field applied along (1,0,0) direction in 1st column. The
scattering length for each frequency is then shown in the 2nd column.

to give an amplitude, A, of the form

A =
∑
n

cos(2πAreln FnB + φ) (4.3)

where Fn are the frequencies deduced from the FFT and φ is just a phase

correction were plotted. The relative amplitude of each frequency, Areln , was

also deduced fom the FFT. The result of this simulation is shown in Figure 4.10

(a) carried out with m∗ = 0.25 me and TD = 12 K for all frequencies. For

the 4 frequencies, which are shown in Table 4.2, using the Dingle temperature

TD = 12 K scattering lengths were calculated and are also shown in Table 4.2.

Quantum oscillations were also measured at 10 kbar to 14 T. The magne-

toresistance at 10 kbar is shown in Figure 4.11 (a). Again a smoothly varying

background was subtracted so ρ could be plotted against inverse field as shown
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the real oscillations at 250 mK after a smoothly varying background has been
subtracted plotted against inverse field. The oscillations have been normalised to
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in Figure 4.11 (b) for various temperatures. The plots to determine the effective

mass are shown in Figure 4.12 where again the markers are the experimental

points and the dashed lines fits to RT . An effective mass of m∗ = 0.30±0.3 me was

deduced. The FFT of the data in inverse field again using a Hanning window with

100,000 padding zeros is shown in Figure 4.13. Now the previously seen 4 main

peaks have been reduced to 1 peak of frequency 190 T. The Dingle temperature

was estimated using a simulation this time with only 1 cosine wave and is shown

in Figure 4.14 (a). For comparison the oscillations at 36 mK are plotted in Figure

4.14 (b). The simulation was carried out for TD = 12 K and m∗. The amplitude

profiles show good agreement and a scattering length l = 317 Å was deduced

from TD.
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Figure 4.11: (a) The measured magnetoresistance signal at 10 kbar for various
temperatures clearly displaying quantum oscillations. The field has been applied
along the (1,0,0) direction of the crystal. (b) Plots of the oscillation amplitude
ρ after a smoothly varying background has been subtracted normalised to the zero
field resistivity ρ0 against inverse field.
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Figure 4.13: The FFT of the oscillations at 10 kbar interpolated to 5000 points in

inverse field for various temperatures. A Hanning window is used and the data

is padded with 100,000 zeros.
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Figure 4.12: (a)-(c) The magnituge of the amplitude of oscillations | ρ | /ρ0

against temperature at for 3 fields at 10 kbar, shown as markers. The dashed
lines are fits to equation 4.1 in order to determine the effective mass m∗.

4.3 Discussion

As mentioned in section 4.1 previous high pressure experiments saw SnTe undergo

a transition from the fcc structure to an orthorhombic phase. Kafalas and

Mariano [54] saw the transition take place at 18 kbar on a large sample using

solid NaCl as a PTM. A solid PTM may not lead to very hydrostatic conditions,

particularly in a sample of the size used in their investigation. The experiment

carried out here was similiar to that of Zhou et al. [56] who saw the fcc state was

stable to 41 kbar using small samples in a diamond anvil cell and liquid PTM.

During our investigation to 22 kbar we conclude our sample remained in the fcc

phase at 300 K and no orthorhombic transition occured.

The anomaly in resistivity indicating the Tc of the ferroelectric transition was

evident at 88 K for a pressure of 6 kbar as shown in Figure 4.4 (c). The sample

used in this investigation was a single crystal taken from growth 3 which have

a Tc between 80 - 90 K as discussed in Chapter 2. A Tc of 88 K is then in the

range expected, however no ambient pressure measurement of Tc was carried out

before being loaded into the pressure cell. At 10 kbar and above no anomaly is

detected at any temperature in resistivity as shown in Figure 4.4 (f), (i) and (l). A
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Figure 4.14: (a) A cosine wave with frequency 190 T deduced from the FFT
damped by the Dingle factor RD with TD = 12 K. (b) For comparsion the real
oscillations at 36 mK after a smoothly varying background has been subtracted
plotted against inverse field. The oscillations have been normalised to the zero
field resistivity.

clear indication the transition has been suppressed somewhere between 6-10 kbar.

Whether the transition remains 2nd order before it becomes suppressed cannot

be deduced from the current data set.

The suppression of the ferroelectric transition is much more clearly evident

in the quantum oscillation data. In the FFT of the oscillations carried out at

ambient pressure in Chapter 2, 4 different oscillation frequencies were measured

in all samples that passed through Tc. In the sample studied in this chapter at

6 kbar 4 oscillation frequencies still remain below Tc as shown in Figure 4.9.

At 10 kbar where the transition is suppressed a single frequency is observed

as shown in Figure 4.13. No quantum oscillation data was collected for 17

kbar and 22 kbar. Previous measurements carried out by Savage et al. [14]

and measurements carried out in Chapter 2 here suggest the Fermi surface is

composed of 4 pockets of holes at each L point in the Brillouin zone. The 4

observed frequencies are then caused by the ferroelectric transition distorting
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these pockets making up the Fermi surface. As mentioned in Chapter 2 the most

likely cause of 4 different frequencies is the 4 pockets are no longer equivalent,

splitting into two sets one along the polar axis and the other inclined to it. The

shape of the pockets may also be modified leading to a further doubling of the

number of extremal orbits when viewed along a [0,0,1] direction.

As the distortion is suppressed a single frequency at 190 T is measured

corresponding to 4 single pockets of equal size. Along with the change in Fermi

surface the Hall resistivity, ρxy, also shows a large change in magnitude going

from 6 kbar to 10 kbar shown in Figure 4.5 (a). In the distorted phase at 6

kbar 4 oscillation frequencies at 161.0, 211.8, 243.0 and 278.7 T were observed

as shown in Figure 4.9. The frequency, F, is proportional to the extremal Fermi

surface, S, area by

F =
h̄

2πe
S (4.4)

so the largest pockets in the distorted phase are almost twice the size of the

smallest ones. This was also seen in Figure 2.13 for the sample rotated at ambient

pressure. A cause of the change in ρxy may be the various pocket contribution to

the carrier concentration. If in the distorted phase the smaller pockets dominate

the conduction carriers a larger Hall resistivity could be expected than if all 4

contributed equally as when the transition is suppressed by pressure.

A detailed band structure calculation is required to see how the bands change

going from the fcc phase to the rhombohedral ferroelectric phase as well as a

Fermi surface calculation. Close comparison between experiment and calculation

may then lead to why 4 oscillation frequencies are observed and the changes in

observed Hall resistivity ρxy. It would also provide evidence to which pockets

contribute most to the carrier density.

As well as the extremal Fermi surface area the effective masses, m∗, were

deduced from the quantum oscillation temperature damping. At 6 kbar in the

rhombohedral phase an effective mass of m∗ = 0.25 me± 0.03 me was calculated.

This calculation was done under the assumption that each pocket in the distorted

Fermi surface had the same effective mass which may not be the case. At 10 kbar

in the fcc phase for one type of pocket in the Fermi surface an effective mass

of m∗ = 0.3 me ± 0.03 me was calculated. If we consider only a single band

(i.e. ignore the 4 pockets), mass at the L point is expected to increase with the

band gap. The trend at a point a small distance from L can however be the
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Figure 4.15: (a) The bandstructure ε vs q of a semi-conductor in the 1 D nearly
free electron model (b) The corresponding effective mass m*. Going from 6 kbar
to 10 kbar a small increase in effective mass which would correspond to a small
opening of the bandgap is seen.

opposite. An increase in the gap causes m∗ to fall as the q at which m∗ diverges

is pushed further from L. This is illustrated in Figure 4.15. Thus although a gap

is suggested the direction of the change is not clear.

More evidence for the change in bandgap is given below when electron-phonon

coupling is considered. Via the Thomas-Fermi theory the effective mass is also

related to the velocity of sound which was calculated from the long wavelength

acoustic phonon dispersion curves in Chapter 3. As discussed in Chapter 3

the acoustic phonon frequency squared, ω(q)2, is proportional to the restoring

forces, which are the elastic constants, just as in Hooke’s law (in the long

wavelength limit). This was also discussed in Chapter 1 when considering the

Taylor expansion of strain. As the ions move they will produce ionic fields

which the conduction electrons act to screen in what is known as Thomas-Fermi

screening. The wavevector over which the screening takes place is kTF = 1/λTF ,

the Thomas-Fermi momentum, is related to the density of states via

kTF = 2πe

√
g(0)

ε0
(4.5)
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where g(0) is the density of states at the Fermi level and ε0 the corresponding

dielectric constant. The density of states is related to the effective mass m∗ via

g(0) =
m∗kF

h̄2π2
(4.6)

at the Fermi level where kF is the Fermi wavevector. Therefore the screening of

the ionic potential over the wavevector kTF of the longitudinal acoustic phonons

relates the speed of sound vs to the effective mass by

vs ∝
1√
m∗

(4.7)

as is discussed in the text by Ashcroft and Mermin [60]. The velocity of sound,

∂ω/∂q deduced from the acoustic phonons is shown Table 3.3 for SnTe at 300 K

and 75 K for all available data. The ratio of the longitudinal acoustic velocity of

sound squared along the [1,1,1] direction at 75 K to 300 K is

v2
75

v2
300

=
49432

48612
= 1.04. (4.8)

The ratio of the effective mass in the fcc phase stabilised by pressure to the

rhombohedral phase at 6 kbar is 0.3me/0.25me = 1.2, showing relative agreement.

The shift in effective mass then corresponds to a shift in the density of states

and band gap opening. Littlewood et al’s [19] ARPES measurements recently

showed a shift in the valence band going from the fcc phase to the rhombohedral

phase of ≈ 0.1 meV. The shift in band energy ε predicted by Littlewood et al.

[19] is given by

ε = ±
√
ε2 + p2

elu
2 (4.9)

where pel is the electron-phonon coupling and u the displacement of the two fcc

sublattices caused by the ferroelectic transition which is driven by phonons. The

results of the phonon linewidth in the TO phonon above and below Tc are shown

in Figure 3.10 (b) as a function of temperature and in Figure 3.11 as a function

of q at various temperatures. Above Tc the phonon linewidth increases strongly

towards the zone centre, Γ, where the softening occurs, indicating strong electron-

phonon coupling as shown in Figure 3.11 (a) and (b) for 300 K and at Tc = 75 K.

However below Tc at 25 K the phonon linewidth is small and constant for all q
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measured as shown in Figure 3.11 (c), indicating small electron-phonon coupling.

This change in electron-phonon coupling would then correpsond to the a shift in

band gap according to the results of Littlewood et al [19].

As well as the effective mass the scattering length, l, was determined from

the quantum oscillation data presented here at 6 kbar and 10 kbar. At 6 kbar

in the distorted phase the calculated Dingle temperature TD = 12 K lead to

l = 330, 375, 400 and 430 Å for the 4 respective oscillation frequencies. At

10 kbar the Dingle temperature was calculated to remain 12 K and l = 317 Å

for the 4 identical pockets making up the Fermi surface. The graphs of residual

resistivity in Figure 4.4 (b) and (e) for 6 kbar and 10 kbar respectively show

an increase of ρ2K/ρ300K from 0.134 to 0.195. The residual resistivity is then

higher in the fcc phase than the rhombohedral phase. However there is also a

decrease in scattering length and increase in effective mass as well as large change

in electron-phonon coupling. The resistivity ρ is approximated by the scattering

rate τ

ρ ≈ m∗

τ
(4.10)

and the scattering length l is given by

l = vτ (4.11)

where v is the velocity of the electrons. Then an increase in resistivity is as to

be expected going from the rhombohedral phase to the fcc phase where l has

decreased. Again in the estimation of TD in the rhombohedral phase the same

m∗ and TD was assumed for each frequency which may not be the case. One

would also need knowledge to which pocket contributes most to the carriers in

the distorted phase to understand fully why the residual resistivity has increased

in the fcc phase.

On closer inspection of the Hall resistivity, ρxy, shown in Figure 4.5 (a) its

curvature has changed significantly from that of ambient pressures. Shown in

Figure 4.16 (a) between the smaller field range of ±2 T, ρxy’s curvature is clearly

different from that of the ambient pressure measurement of a sample from the

same growth shown in Figure 4.16 (b). The dashed black straight lines are

guides for the eye. This curvature could be the cause of two competing bands

contributing to the Hall signal. Recently Kim et al. [61] measured the Hall effect
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Figure 4.16: (a) The Hall resistivity ρxy vs field between ±2 T at various pressures
where the rhombohedral distortion has been suppressed. (b) The Hall resistivity
in the rhombhedral phase ρxy at ambient pressure on sample S31 from the same
growth. Dashed lines are guides for the eye.

in SmB6 also predicted to be a topological insulator. A similiar two band structure

contributed to the Hall effect. Kim et al. [61] separated the two bands in ρxy

attributing one to be from the surface states and one from the bulk. The surface

states have a high Hall conductivity that outweighs the bulk Hall conductance

at low fields. This would be similiar to what is shown in Figure 4.16 (a) above,

a band with higher conductance outweighs another band at low fields leading to

the curvature. The curvature may be more pronounced at higher pressures when

the rhombohedral distortion is suppressed and more surface states are present.

Hsieh et al’s prediction of the surface states in SnTe are integer quantum hall

like which would have a high conductance for applied fields. A two band model

for SnTe is currently being carried out to try seen if a surface band exists. This

concludes all the measured results on SnTe now the anomalous Hall effect shall

be discussed in Fe3Sn2.
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Chapter 5

The Anomalous Hall Effect and

Fe3Sn2

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the 3 main contributions to the

anomalous Hall effect in ferromagnetic materials. In particular the intrinsic effect

which is dependent on the Berry curvature of Bloch bands is focussed on. The

Berry curvature was introduced in Chapter 1 and shall not be rediscussed at

length again, other than its contribution to the electron velocity in an electric

field. An example of a material where the intrinsic effect dominates is briefly

introduced for the purposes of comparison, namely MnSi. The material Fe3Sn2

is then discussed at length which includes a literature review of all the current

experimental data available.

5.1 Introduction

So far we have only considered the Hall effect for non-magnetic materials. A

recurring problem in condensed matter physics is the anomalous Hall effect (AHE)

in ferromagnets. The Hall resistivity then includes an extra anomalous term

usually described as

ρxy = R0Hs +RsMs (5.1)

whereR0 is the ordinary Hall effect coefficient, Rs is the anomalous Hall coefficient

and Ms the magnetisation of the sample for an applied effective field Hs [62]. In

the region where the magnetisation increases for applied fields, the anomalous

contribution, ρAHExy = RsMs, will dominate ρxy. When the magnetisation reaches
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a saturation value at high enough applied fields, the ordinary Hall effect then

becomes the dominant term. Experimentally Rs is found to depend on material-

specific parameters, particularly a power law of the longitudinal resistivity ρxx,

ρAHExy ∼ ργxxMs (5.2)

as γ takes a value of 1 or 2, in general. The exact value of γ is dependent on

the mechanisms causing ρAHExy . Two of the three main effects, the intrinsic band

structure and the extrinsic side jump impurity scattering both scale with γ=2.

The third which is skew scattering has γ=1.

The first microscopic description of the AHE was given by Karplus and

Luttinger (KL theory) now known as the intrinsic effect. The electrons acquire an

extra anomalous velocity perpendicular to the applied electric field which is non

zero when the spin orbit interaction (SOI) is included [63]. This perpendicular

motion then contributes to the Hall effect. The anomalous velocity derived by

KL is completely reliant on the band structure of the material so is independent

of scattering and disorder. The intrinsic effect was thought to be a small

contribution to ρAHExy for many years in favour of extrinsic scattering mechanisms.

Recently however it has seen a revival due to its Berry curvature description.

The anomalous velocity described by KL is now expressed in terms of the Berry

curvature of Bloch bands where the SOI is still playing its fundamental underlying

role to give non-zero anomalous currents [3].

The extrinsic scattering effects must also be considered. The most notable are

skew scattering described by Smit [64] and a side-jump contribution descibed by

Berger [65]. These are based on the asymmetric scattering of up and down spins

from impurities caused by the SOI. But first we shall focus on the description of

the intrinsic effect. The review articles by Nagasoa et al. [62] and Xiao et al. [3] go

into detail of the derivation of the various intrinsic and extrinsic contributions.

The very readable paper by Ong and Lee [66] gives a good description of the

intrinsic effect in terms of Berry curvature. The main properties are summarised

here.

Since ferromagnets have broken time-reversal symmtery the Berry curvature of

the Bloch bands can be non-zero as discussed in Chapter 1. The Berry curvature
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of the Bloch band n in k space, is given by

Ωn(k) = ∇k × 〈un(k)|i∇k|un(k)〉 (5.3)

and the semiclassical equation for an electron in an electric field is

vn(k) =
1

h̄
∇kεn(k)− e

h̄
E×Ωn(k) (5.4)

as discussed in Chapter 1. The term e
h̄
E×Ωn(k) is the extra anomalous velocity

described by KL but now expressed as a Berry curvature. The anomalous term

acts perpendicular to the applied electric field and an intrinsic Hall current Jint

can be derived as

Jint =
e2

h̄
E×

∑
k

Ω(k)f(εk) (5.5)

where f(εk) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function [66]. This current is then

independent of the scattering lifetime τ . The conductivity σintxy , is stated as

σintxy =
e2

h̄

∫ dk

(2π)d
f(εk)Ωkxky (5.6)

where σintxy has no dependence on τ and hence ρ0
xx. Using the usual magnetocon-

ductivity tensors [67] given by

σxy =
ρxy

ρ2
xy + ρ2

xx

≈ ρxy
ρ2
xx

and σxx =
ρxx

ρ2
xy + ρ2

xx

≈ 1

ρxx
(5.7)

assuming ρxx � ρxy. We can express the intrinisic Hall resistivity, which is what

we actually measure, as

ρintxy =
e2

h̄
〈Ω〉ρ2

xx ∝ ρ2
xx (5.8)

with 〈Ω〉 now the weighted average of the Berry curvature. Therefore those bands

with non-zero Berry curvature and hence integral Chern numbers will contribute

to the intrinsic Hall term.

One should also briefly mention the Chern number of contributing bands can

be overall zero but the local Berry curvature is nonzero. This is particularly

important near band crossings (or anti-crossings) at the Fermi energy. The SOI

interaction spilts the bands of up and down spins by an energy usually denoted

as ∆. The Berry curvature of the two bands has opposite signs across ∆. If the
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Fermi energy lies within this gap a large intrinsic AHE can be found. Another

point to mention is that, the integral of eq 5.6 is over the entire Fermi sea,

whereas we could probably assume that it is the electrons on the Fermi surface

that contribute most to σint. Haldane [68] showed that this is actually the case

and the intrinsic AHE can also be expressed as a Fermi surface property.

The two extrinsic terms that contribute to ρAHExy arise due to impurity

scattering. The skew-scattering effect is based on an asymmetry caused

from impurities when the SOI in the semiclassical Boltzmann equation [64] is

considered. In the usual Boltzmann equation, the transition probability in a

state going from left to right equals that of right to left with respect to the

magnetisation direction. When the SOI is considered for a ferromagnet, right

hand and left hand transitions no longer have the same transition probabilites.

Considering this asymmetry, the scattered charge carrier wavevector gains an

orthogonal term leading to a transverse current from the applied electric field.

This transverse current depends on the scattering rate and hence the anomalous

resistivity from skew scattering is ρskewxy ∝ ρxx

The side-jump mechanism in the simplest case is based on Gaussian wavepack-

ets being scattered from spherical impurities. After the scattering has taken place,

an outgoing wavepacket will gain an asymmetry [65], caused by the SOI. This

leads to a transverse displacement and hence a Hall current. The contribution of

the side-jump mechanism scales as ρsidexy ∝ ρ2
xx and therefore is also independent

of the impurity concentration and τ . Hence it can be difficult to distinguish

experimentally between the intrinsic mechanism and that of side-jump scattering.

Usually band structure calculations are used to estimate what the contribution

from the intrinsic AHE should be, then compare to experimental data.

As already stated for many years only the skew and side-jump mechanisms

were thought to be the main contributors to the AHE and the intrinsic effect was

small. Hence most authors would fit

ρAHExy = askewρxx + bsideρ2
xx (5.9)

where askew and bside are constants. However there are now many instances where

the intrinsic term accounts for ρAHExy , particularly in materials with a large SOI

and non-simple band structure. One such example is that of MnSi whose AHE

shows many interesting properties.
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5.2 Intrinsic effect in MnSi and Topological Hall

effect

MnSi crystallises in the non-centrosymmetric cubic B20 structure and has a

helical magnetic structure caused by a Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction

[69]. The DM-interaction is a contribution to the total magnetic exchange

between two neighbouring spins S1 and S2 given by

HDM = D · (S1 × S2) (5.10)

where D is the anistropic exchange interaction. Spin-orbit coupling is the

mechanism behind the interaction, which acts to force S1 and S2 to be at

right angles on a plane perpendicular to the vector D. The orientation of D

is constrained by symmetry. When the crystal field has an inversion symmetry

with respect to the centre between the two magnetic ions then D will vanish [70].

However in the case of non-vanishing D in a ferromagnet, the DM-interaction acts

to the cant the moments, causing exotic magnetic structures such as the helical

structure in MnSi. Application of an external magnetic field in MnSi then causes

the spins to cant towards a conical structure before eventually aligning with the

field at 0.6 T [71].

The paper of Lee et al. [71] measured the AHE in MnSi at ambient pressure.

They describe the Hall resistivity as

ρxy = R0Hs + SHρ
2
xxMs (5.11)

where the anomalous Hall conductivity σAHExy = SHMs. The field independent

scale factor SH was shown to be temperature independent by Lee et al. [71] so that

σAHExy is only determined by the magnetisation. There is thus no dependence on

τ and the anomalous contribution was attributed to be wholly from the intrinsic

effect. Of course one could say that the side-jump mechanism would also produce

a similiar result. The general consensus now is that in materials without very

simple band structures it is the intrinsic contribution that dominates [62]. There

are some instances where the side-jump mechanism may dominate the intrinsic

effect however. Experimentally it can be assumed that in a metallic ferromagnet

where the SOI is large, a temperature independent scaling factor would suggest
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an intrinsic AHE. Other corrections could be made for skew scattering due to

its temperature dependence. To attribute a large side-jump mechanism, a close

comparison with theory is required to exclude the intrinsic effect.

The phase diagram of MnSi also contains a pocket region where magnetic

Skyrmions occur on top of a ferromagnetic background [69]. Skyrmions are whirls

of magnetisation with topological winding numbers similiar to Chern numbers.

Since they are topologically non-trival they are protected and cannot transform

smoothly into another magnetic state. In the case of MnSi these Skyrmions are

arranged in a hexagonal lattice in a plane perpendicular to the field [69]. The

Berry curvature of Bloch bands acts in momentum space where the SOI and

local electric fields vary on the inverse atomic length scale. However in the case

of smoothly varying magnetic structures, such as Skyrmions, spin orientation

varies over length scales much longer than the Fermi wavelength. Conduction

electrons passing through Skyrmions can pick up Berry phases due to the local

magnetisation in real space leading to a topological Hall effect (THE). The THE

in MnSi induced from the Skyrmions can then be separated from the ordinary

Hall effect and intrinsic AHE [72, 73].

The existence of such intrinsic properties and topological Hall effects make the

AHE a very active area of current research. The iron stannide compound Fe3Sn2

may display exotic canted ferromagnetic states, making it an exciting material to

investigate the AHE and possible existence of states caused by real space Berry

phases. Although known for many years Fe3Sn2 has still many undetermined

properties, mainly due to experimental difficulties and inaccuracies.

5.3 Fe3Sn2 review

Using X-ray diffraction Malaman et al. [74] determined the crystal structure

of Fe3Sn2 to be rhombohedral with space group R3̄m. Recent powder neutron

diffraction experiments by Fenner et al. [75] produced a structure in almost exact

agreement with the X-ray results of Malaman et al. [74]. The crystal structure

found by Fenner et al. [75] is shown in Figure 5.1 (a). The Fe ions occupy the

18h crystallographic sites, constructing bilayers of offset Kagome networks. The

Kagome networks consist of 2 sizes of equilateral triangles coloured blue and red

in Figure 5.1 (a) with Fe-Fe distances of 2.732 and 2.582 Å respectively. There
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1: (a) The crystal structure of Fe3Sn2 showing the kagome networks
formed by Fe bilayers. The Sn atoms also have two positions, the centre of the
kagome lattice and between bilayers. (b) The non-collinear magnetic structure of
Fe3Sn2 at 6 K, 150 K and 300 K respectively from neutron scattering results of
Fenner et al. [75] Both (a) and (b) taken from Fenner et al. (2009) [75].

are two specific sites for Sn ions, within the kagome layers at (0.0000, 0.0000,

0.1041) and between the kagome bilayers at (0.0000, 0.0000, 0.3303) shown as

green in Figure 5.1 (a). The Fe-Fe distances between bilayers is 2.584 Å and give

lattice parameters a = b = 5.3147Å, c = 19.7025Å.

At 300 K Fe3Sn2 is ferromagnetic with a Curie temperature between 612 K

[76] to 657 K [77]. Most early experiments measuring the magnetic properties

of Fe3Sn2 were done using Fe57 and Sn119 Mössbauer spectroscopy. Mössbauer

spectra give quantitative details on hyperfine interactions, which are small

energies from the interaction between the nucleus and its neighbouring electrons.

The principle of Mössbauer spectroscopy uses a supply of excited 57Fe and 119Sn

nuclei which decay to their ground state slowly via a Gamma ray cascade. This

cascade includes a Gamma ray of well defined energy, 14.4keV(ν= 3.48×1018Hz)

for 57Fe and 23.87keV (ν= 5.77×1018Hz) for 119Sn. These γ-rays excite a

transition in the sample being studied. By moving the source at a speed v,

the frequency of the γ-ray is then varied slightly via the Doppler effect, allowing

one to probe the hyperfine interactions of the excited nuclei. The 3 interactions
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probed are an isomer shift, electric quadrupole splitting and Hyperfine magnetic

field splitting (HMF). The HMF in magnetically ordered materials is analogous to

Zeeman splitting in electronic energy levels. The HMF lifts the spin degeneracy

of the nuclear states in magnetic fields and transitions from an excited to the

ground state are bound by strict selection rules.

Trumpy et al. [76] were the first to carry out Mössbauer studies in powdered

Fe3Sn2 using both 57Fe and 119Sn to measure their HMFs respectively. Trumpy

et al. [76] 57Fe spectra shows at room temperature a single HMFFe of 199 kG.

Upon cooling to liquid nitrogen temperatures HMFFe at 219 and 211 kG were

observed. Trumpy et al. suggest a transition temperature of 114 K where the

two fields merge into one. They applied an external magnetic field at room

temperature observing the one field case split into the two fields at 4 kG. This

then suggests the transition is very field sensitive even at modest fields. At the

time of publication, Trumpy et al. [76] had not fully resolved the Sn119 spectra.

However several other authors carried out further experiments shortly afterwards

providing further insight to the magnetic structure.

The two Mössbauer studies supplemented with magnetisation data by Le Caër

et al. [77, 78] along with the neutron diffraction study by Malaman et al. [79]

showed an interesting magnetic structure exists in Fe3Sn2. The 57Fe Mössbauer

spectra found indications for 3 distinct phases [77]. At high temperatures above

220 K a single spectrum is observed with rather sharp peaks. For intermediate

temperatures 77 K - 220 K the spectrum has specific peaks broadened. At 4 K

the spectrum is split into two subspectra. Further to this 119Sn spectra [78] for

the two specific tin sites have a HMF perpendicular to the c-axis below 60 K and

parallel above 250 K.

These Mössbauer results allowed Le Caër et al. [77, 78] to deduce a magnetic

structure for Fe3Sn2. At low temperatures the moment spins point completely

in the a-b plane. Upon heating going from 60 K to 250 K a collinear spin

rotation from the a-b plane towards the c-axis occurs. Then above 250 K the

spins point along the c-axis. The description of the rotation Le Caër et al.

proposed is as follows. At a temperature T, a fraction α(T) of the spins are close

to the a-b plane while (1-α) make an angle of θp with the c-axis. A plot of α

and θp against temperature from Le Caër et al. [78] is shown in Figure 5.2 (a)

and (b) respectively. The rotation is not continuous but increases abruptly at
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: (a) and (b) the Mössbauer results of Le Caër et al. (1979) [78]. (a)
The fraction α of Fe spins in the a-b plane as a function of temperature. Open
squares respresent 119Sn spectra while closed circles are 57Fe (b) The temperature
dependence of the angle θp the spins make with the c-axis open squares respresent
119Sn spectra while closed circles are deduced from the neutron diffraction

approximately 100 K. This may be the cause of the behaviour seen by Trumpy

et al. [76].

Figure 5.2 (b) of θp against temperature includes points deduced from the

neutron diffraction study of Malaman et al. [79]. The diffraction patterns

measured by Malaman et al. [79] show a continuous increase of (001) magnetic

reflections going from 280 K to 60 K, where they remained constant below 60K.

Analysis of their data suggested that the spins made an angle of around 60o

with the a − b plane below 60K. However the Mössbauer data of course strongly

proposed the spins were completely in the plane. To explain this Malaman et al.

[79] modified the magnetic form factor of iron to fit their data, leading to the

points in Figure 5.2 (b). Malaman et al. [79] also carried out neutron diffraction

and Mössbauer spectroscopy experiements with externally applied fields of 56 kOe

in the case of neutrons and 14.2 kOe for Mössbauer spectroscopy. Magnetisation

measurements as a function of field were also carried out. These experiments were

all on polycrystalline samples and show for fields approximately above 5 kOe all

the Fe spins lie parallel to the applied field. One should note that polycrystals
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only have a 1/3 of the c-axis parallel to the applied field in zero field. This would

suggest a single crystal investigation is needed to gain more accurate results.

Malaman et al. [79] did carry out some single crystal magnetisation measurements

which showed that spins aligned with the external field.

More recent studies carried out by Fenner et al. [75] describe differeing

magnetic behaviour in Fe3Sn2. Fenner et al. [75] point out that there is no

symmetry requirement that the spin rotation must be collinear with moments of

equal magntitude. A bilayer Kagome network lacks a centre of inversion, allowing

for the DM-interaction, which is one possible cause for non-collinearity. The

rotation of the moments towards the a-b plane could then happen non-collinearly

with spin moments of varying magnitude. Fenner et al [75] also suggest at a

temperature below approximately 80K, Fe3Sn2 transitions to a re-entrant spin

glass phase.

A spin glass is a disordered magnetic state where the magnetic spins are

not aligned in a regular pattern with long range order after passing through

a freezing temperature Tf . The spins generally have a large degree of in-built

frustration e.g . from the crystal structure or bonding and a large number of

possible ground states. After passing through Tf the chosen ground state will be

metastable with slow relaxation times, hence the term glassy [70]. A re-entrant

spin glass occurs when the high temperature phase is already ferromagnetic as

opposed to paramagnetic. So the low temperature magnetic phase actually has

more disorder than the high temperature one, most likely caused by competing

magnetic interactions.

Fenner et al.’s [75] magnetisation curves as a function of temperature

display a marked dip below 80K, characteristic of a spin glass with TF=80K.

Thermoremanent magnetisation data also showed a clear dependence on the

waiting time tw for measurement of the magnetisation. Fitted data was

characteristic of a spin glass phase. Neutron diffraction experiments were used

to determine the magnetic structure at 300 K, 150 K and 6 K. The possibility of

non-collinear spins prompted Fenner et al. [75] to fit their neutron data to both

collinear and non-collinear models (Malaman et al. [79] considered only collinear

spins). Fenner et al. [75] conclude the non-collinear model gives slightly better

fits to the data than the collinear model, particularly at the lower temperatures

studied. The neutron diffraction results of Fenner et al. [75] are shown in Figure
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5.1 (b), where the arrows represent the non-collinear spins. They suggest a

similiar high temperature picture, that the spins point mostly along c at 300 K as

shown in Figure 5.1 (b). On cooling the spins rotate, non-collinearly towards the

a-b plane, where the moments can slightly differ in magnitude. Below 80 K the

spins are then in a frustrated glassy state pointing mostly along the a-b plane.

The rotation however may begin at much higher temperatures than previously

thought with slight non-collinearity at temperatures well above 300 K.

Kida et al. [80] measured the AHE and magnetisation in Fe3Sn2 polycrys-

talline samples of RRR = 4, at various temperatures from 300 K to 100 K as

a function of field. The magnetisation shows no marked change between 300 to

100K with only a slight decrease in magntitude. The Hall effect follows a similiar

pattern and fitted data suggest a strong intrinsic effect makes up the bulk of the

anomalous signal. The magnetisation saturates at a value of 1.9 µBFe−1 which is

signifcantly less than that expected for localised Fe-moments, indicating the Fe

valence electrons are shared between localised and itinerant envirnoments.

A recent theoretical paper by Pereiro et al. [81] predicts the existence

of Skyrmion excitations in a 2D Kagome lattice. Considering competition

between the anitsymmetric exchange interaction, D, and the isotropic exchange

interaction, J, Pereiro et al. consider a Hamiltonian of an itinerant electron

system given by

H =
∑
〈ij〉

[−Jijsi · sj + Dijsi × sj]− gµBB
∑
i

si (5.12)

where 〈ij〉 denotes the atomic indices to the first nearest neighbour pairs and

the last term is the Zeeman effect under an external magnetic field B where g

is the Lande g-factor and µB the Bohr magneton. The Skyrmions then exist as

topological excitations which can interact via collisons etc. rather than those

in MnSi which remain static on the lattice. Pereiro et al. [81] suggest the

non-collinear magnetic structures in Fe3Sn2 may may a place to look for these

excitations.

Ikoma et al. [82] considered the possible magnetic phases in the Kagome lattice

in a mean-field theory approximation. In their model itinerant electrons and

localised spins coexist. The itinerant electrons are treated in a tight binding model

and localised spins have antiferromagnetic coupling. There is also a ferromagnetic
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exchange interaction between localised and itinerant electrons spins, K. The

Hamiltonian used was

H = t
∑
ijσ

c†iσcjσ −K
∑
i

si · Si + J
∑
〈ij〉

Si · Sj (5.13)

where the first term represents the nearest neighbour hopping with overlap

integral t. The second term then represents the coupling between itinerant

electron spin, si and localised spin, Si and the 3rd term the anti-ferromagnetic

coupling. Their results show a rich phase diagram of the possible ferromagnetic

and chiral structures. In particular in the phase boundary between ferromagnetic

and chiral states in the Kagome lattice an electric phase separation occured. In

this region different exotic magnetic phases may appear.

The Kagome lattice of Fe3Sn2 may then contain previously unseen physics

that has yet to be reported. Whilst significant data has been collected on

polycrystalline samples, very little exists for single crystals. In order to investigate

the magnetic structure and AHE further a single crystal experiment is required.

Crystals of of Fe3Sn2 were grown by the group of Andrew Wills, UCL, using

a technique called chemical vapour transport. First Fe and Sn powders were

weighed in the correct proportion, ground together and sealed in an argon filled

silica tube. The mixture was then heated to 800◦C for 1 week. The powder was

then placed in a two-zone tube furnace with a temperature gradient of 650◦C

at the evaporation end to 720◦C at the deposition end. A transport agent is

used, in this case iodine, as a catalyst and is placed along with the powder at the

evaporation end of the furnace. There is then an exothermic reaction between

the iodine and powder causing the Fe3Sn2 to migrate to the hotter end of the

tube furnace to be deposited as small crystals, in a process known as chemical

vapour deposition. By isolating a single crystal of significantly high RRR from

this grown material the magnetisation and AHE are measured to determine the

magnetic structure and effects contributing to the AHE. These results shall be

discussed at length in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

Results on Fe3Sn2

The focus of this chapter is to firstly discuss the selection and characterisation of

Fe3Sn2 single crystals by Laue diffraction and resistivity curves. Magnetisation

of the samples was then measured using a commercial MPMS. This data

was supplemented with measurements of the AHE and magnetoresistance as a

function of field over a wide temperature range. Several interesting properties are

noticed in the AHE following a complete analysis of available data. Particularly

the AHE in the temperature range 300 K-70 K is strongly intrinsic and contains

an anomaly that may be related to a topological Hall effect.

6.1 Characterisation and Magnetisation

Several samples of Fe3Sn2 were received from the group of Andrew Wills, UCL.

Using X-ray Laue diffraction, 3 samples S1, S2 and S3, were concluded to be

single crystals by taking many Laue patterns across their surfaces and edges. The

samples were air sensitive due to the oxidation of Fe and were kept under vacuum

when experiments were not being performed. The crystal S3 is shown in Figure

6.1. Small spots of oxidation are visible, but these were removed relatively easily

by cleaving using Scotch tape. Samples were generally triangular or hexangonal

in shape with a large flat planar surface and thin in the plane, typically ≈ 40µm.

S3 had the shape of a 2mm equliateral triangle shown by the scale in Figure 6.1

with a thickness of 35µm±2µm. A Laue pattern from the large planar surface is

shown in Figure 6.2 (a) and along one of the thin edges in Figure 6.2 (b). Each

pattern is fitted using the Origin express software and we deduce the large planar
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Figure 6.1: The single crystal sample, S3, of Fe3Sn2. Small spots of oxidation are
visible. The blue arrow indicates the scale of 1mm. Each axis direction is also
shown determined from X-ray Laue diffraction

surface was perpendicular to the c-axis, while each long edge corresponds to the

equivalent a − b axes, as shown by the blue arrows in Figure 6.1.

As a measure of crystalline quality the residual resistivity ratios (RRR) for

the 3 samples S1, S2 and S3 were measured. Gold wire contacts (10 µm) are

added to each sample, using Ag epoxy, giving a contact resistance of ≤ 2Ω.

Current is applied and voltage measured along the a-axis in the standard 4 wire

probe configuration. Samples are mounted on a large oxygen-free high thermal

conductivity (OFHC) copper block and measured in the cryostat described in

Chapter 2 from 300 K to 2 K.

Samples are cooled and heated slowly at 0.2 K/min while the resistance is

measured. Since the samples are of a rather arbitrary shape the sample with the

best geometry, S2, was chosen to deduce a geometric factor. Using Matthiessen’s

rule at high temperatures from sample S2 the resistivity of the other 2 samples

S1 and S was deduced. The resistivity curves for the 3 samples are shown in

Figure 6.3. No features are observable such as a change in slope or magnitude at

Tf = 80 K upon entering the possible spin glass phase. The RRR=ρ300K
ρ2K

for each

sample S1, S2 and S3 are 13.4, 13.7 and 27.6 respectively as indicated on Figure

6.3. This would suggest sample S3 is of the highest crystalline quality of those
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.2: Laue diffraction images along with calculated fits using the Origin
express software. The pattern in (a) is for X-rays incident on the large planar
surface of the sample in Fig. 5.2. while (b) is along one of the long edges. From
these patterns and fits we can deduce the crystallographic directions, incident X-
rays are along the c-axis in (a) while along the equivalent a or b axes in (b).

available. Therefore S3 was chosen to do the majority of the experimental work

throughout the remainder of this chapter.

The magnetisation of sample S3 was then measured with a magnetic property

measurement system (MPMS XL) from Quantum Design, Inc.. The MPMS

makes use of a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) to measure

the samples magnetic moments. Both the theory and method of detection can be

found in the manual of the instrument or the guide by McElfresh [83]. Sample

weight was calculated from its dimensions and the density of Fe3Sn2 to give a

value of 490µg. Calculation was used rather than an analytical balance since

the balance requires a minimum weight of 1mg to give an accurate reading. A
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Figure 6.3: (a)-(c) Resistivity curves of single crystals of Fe3Sn2 measured from
300K to 2K on cooling in zero field

meaurement was carried out anyway and gave a value of 470 µg. The value of

490 µg was deemed to be more accurate however and used for the remainder of

discussion.

The sample was mounted in a commerical MPMS straw so the c-axis was

parallel to the applied field of the MPMS magnet and held in place using vacuum

grease and simple clingfilm. The straw was attached to the end of a rigid rod

which enters the sample space through a double seal at the top of the system. The

rod is coupled to a stepper motor controlled platform which drives the sample

through a series of detection coils in distinct steps. Detection coils are made from

a single piece of superconducting wire counterwound into 3 coils placed within

the central bore of the MPMS 7T superconducting magnet. The coils make up

a second order gradiometer that have currents induced in them by the position

of the sample passing through. Induced currents are ideally those created by

a point-source magnetic dipole [83]. We can assume the magnetism from S3 is

uniform throughout the sample and due to its size compared to the coils a point

source. The straw was long and uniform extending far beyond the coils inducing
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Figure 6.4: Magnetisation curves in emu/cm3 for sample S3 at a range of
temperatures against the applied field H from the MPMS superconducting magnet.
The field direction was along the c-axis.

no currents. Currents from the detection coils travel along superconducting wires

to the SQUID sensor which is shielded from the magnetic field. The SQUID

output a voltage proportional to the magnetisation of the sample to give a highly

accurate measure of the magnetic moment.

Sample S3, were cooled to 10K using helium gas within the sample space and

was centered to the correct spatial position. The magnet output was increased

from zero in increments of 400 Oe to a field of 20000 Oe and then increments

of 1000 Oe til 40000 Oe. The same field profile was used on the ramp down

and to negative 40000 Oe before being set again to zero. Hence any hysteresis

in the sample would be detected. At each field the measurement sweep was

repeated twice to increase the reliability of the data. The signal was fitted using

an iterative regression method and an output of this signal analysis was expressed

in electromagnetic units. Raw data graphs of emu/cm3 against applied field H

are shown in Figure 6.4.

The curves in Figure 6.4 show no obvious hysteresis throughout the entire

temperature range measured. We have

B = µ0(H + M) (6.1)
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Figure 6.5: Magnetisation curves for sample S3 in Bohr magnetons per Fe atom
as a function of effective field Heff corrected by a demagnetisation factor N=0.69.
Field was applied along the c-axis

where B is the flux density in Tesla, H is the applied field in A/m and M the

magnetisation of the sample also in A/m. Since our sample is in the strong

ferromagnetic regime demagnetising factors cannot be ignored and we express

the effective applied field Heff as

Heff = H−NM (6.2)

For a reversible ferromagnet an estimate for the demagnetising factor N can

be made from the slope of the linear low field region (the demagnetising factor

will be discussed more in Section 6.3). In this case the gradient of the curves

between approximately ±8 kOe applied fields is used to calculate a value of

N=0.69. Graphs of magnetisation now expressed in Bohr magnetons per Fe atom

are shown in Figure 6.5 against the effective field in the sample corrected for

demagnetisation.

Each magnetisation curve saturates to a value of approximately 2.1-2.2µB

per Fe, in good agreement with literature values [75, 77, 79]. However one

would expect large changes in the magnetisation particularly if there was a

spin glass transition at TF = 80 K. By focussing on the low field region before
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Figure 6.6: (a)-(c) Magnetisation curves for S3 in Bohr magnetons per Fe atom
as a function of effective field Heff corrected by a demagnetisation factor N=0.69.
Field was applied along the c-axis

saturation, shown in Figure 6.6, more features are evident. The significance of

these changes in magnetisation shall now be compared to those in the AHE and

magnetoresistance and discussed in section 6.3.

6.2 Anomalous Hall Effect

The Hall effect and magnetoresistance were measured simultaneously on S3 using

the standard 6 wire Hall configuration. Again current is applied along the a-

axis while the magnetoresistance is also measured in the same direction. Hall

contacts are attached perpendicular to the a-axis. One can assume ρxx and ρxy

to be relatively isotropic within the a-b plane. The sample is cooled from 300K

to 2K. The field ramped from -4T to 4T and back to -4T again to measure any

hysteresis at a rate of 0.04 T/min over a range of constant temperatures. On

each field sweep the sample is allowed to thermalise for 30 minutes with the
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exchange gas of the cryostat before ramping begins. Taking into account the

magnetoresistance of the Cernox thermometer (which is small above 10K), and

the extreme care to thermalise the sample, an error in the temperature of each

field sweep is estimated to be ±10 mK.

Resistivity and conductivity tensors can be calculated for the sample within

the magnetic field. As already stated we can assume isotropy for the high

symmetry direction of the a-b plane so ρxx =ρyy and ρxy = -ρyx and longitudinal-

transverse coupling is ignored, as discussed in Chapter 2. The resistivity tensor

is written as

ρ =


ρxx ρxy 0

ρyx ρyy 0

0 0 ρzz

 =


ρxx ρxy 0

−ρxy ρxx 0

0 0 ρzz

 (6.3)

By inversion the usual conductivity tensors

σxx =
ρxx

ρ2
xx + ρ2

xy

≈ ρxx
ρ2
xx

(6.4)

and

σxy =
ρxy

ρ2
xx + ρ2

xy

≈ ρxy
ρ2
xx

(6.5)

can be assumed as discussed in Chapter 5 since in this case ρxx � ρxy. Again

both the Hall resistivity and magnetoresistance have been anti-symmetrised and

symmetrised as described in the tensor above and previously in Chapter 2 and

Chapter 4. As an example the measured Hall resistivity at 300 K is shown in

Figure 6.7 (a). While the shape of the curve is quite antisymmetric there is a

large magnetoresistance contribution due to misalignment of the contacts and

ρxx � ρxy. Therefore the anti-symmetrisation described by equation (2.3) was

carried out and the resulting data is shown in Figure 6.7(b). The same process

for symmetrisation was carried out for the magnetoresistance data. We spilt the

results into 3 distinct regions. The high temperature region 300 K - 160 K, the

intermediate 160 K - 80 K and then the low temperature region below 80 K. The

Hall resistivity and magnetoresistivity are shown for the high temperature region

in Figure 6.8 against the effective field in the sample.

The Hall resistivity follows the shape one would expect. An anomalous part

increases rapidly over the region magnetisation also increases for small applied
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Figure 6.7: (a) The Hall resistivity measured in sample S3 for a variety
of temperatures as a function of field. (b) The simultaneoulsy measured
magnetoresistivity ρxx minus the resisitivity at zero field for the same temperature
ρ0. The field has been applied along the c-axis while the applied current was along
the a-axis.

fields. Then ρxy saturates and the ordinary Hall effect dominates subsequent

changes in ρxy. The gradient of the normal Hall region suggests hole carriers

are mainly present (the sign of the Hall signal was discussed in Chapter 2). The

magnetoresistance is negative, not unusual for a ferromagnet, but contains a huge

dip feature not previously seen in this material. The feature peaks in magnitude

around 160 K before decreasing in magnitude again at lowers temperatures as

shown in Figure 6.9 (b). Going from 160 K to 70 K the feature has decreased

to almost zero and the magnetoresistance begins to become positive. The Hall

resistivity continues to have the same shape as seen at higher temperature shown

in Figure 6.9 (a).

Below 70 K we have reached the low temperature region and at 60 K the

anomaly in magnetoresistance is no longer detectable as shown in Figure 6.10

(b). The magnetoresistance is now completely positive at low temperatures and

still displays a kink at fields just below half a Tesla. The Hall resistivity in this

region has also changed shape significantly with a completely different curvature

below 40 K. Higher fields of 9 T are investigated for ρxy for 2 K and 10 K as shown

in Figure 6.11. There is now a maximum in ρxy at approximately 4 T. We do not

currently have magnetisation data to 9T so were unable to correct this figure for

demagnetisation factors, although the field where the maximum occurs happens

is high enough the effective field and applied field would be almost equal.
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Figure 6.8: (a) The Hall resistivity measured in sample S3 for a variety
of temperatures as a function of field. (b) The simultaneoulsy measured
magnetoresistivity ρxx minus the resisitivity at zero field for the same temperature
ρ0. The field has been applied along the c-axis while the applied current was along
the a-axis.
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Figure 6.10: (a) The Hall resistivity measured in sample S3 for a variety
of temperatures as a function of field. (b) The simultaneoulsy measured
magnetoresistance ρxx minus the resisitivity at zero field for the same temperature
ρ0.The field has been applied along the c-axis while the applied current was along
the a-axis.
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Figure 6.11: The Hall resistivity measured in sample S3 for 2K and 10K to higher
fields of 9T. The field has been applied along the c-axis while the applied current
was along the a-axis.

Each ρxy curve is fitted to the equation

ρxy = R0Hs + SHρ
2
xxMs (6.6)

as described in Chapter 5. The ordinary Hall coefficient R0 is deduced from

the linear high field regions of each ρxy curve in both the high and intermediate

temperature regions of Figures 6.8 (a) and 6.9 (a). For the lower temperatures of

Figure 6.10 (a) the linear regions between 60-40 K can still be fitted. The high

field regions above 4T in Figure 6.11 can also be fitted for 10 K and 2 K. However

we can’t make accurate estimates at 20 K and 30 K with the current data set,

since there is no linear region in the field range measured.

A graph of R0 against temperature for each fitted curve is shown in Figure

6.12 as the red markers. At temperatures between 300 - 80 K R0 stays relatively

constant, within error, giving a carrier concentration of n = 1.45±0.15×1022cm−3.

Below 80 K R0 steeply decreases to give a value of n = 3.125 ± 0.2 × 1022cm−3

at the lowest temperatures measured.

Each ρxy curve then has the normal Hall contribution, R0Hs, subtracted to
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Figure 6.12: The ordinary Hall coefficient,R0 shown as red markers against the
right axis as a function of temperature. R0 is calculated from the linear part of
each Hall resistivity curve at high field. The field independant scaling coefficient
SH is shown as blue markers on the left axis, this is calculated from the curves of
ρAHExy .

give ρAHExy the anomalous resistivity, where

ρAHExy = SHρ
2
xxMs (6.7)

for an intrinsic effect. A graph of SH against temperature is shown in Figure

6.12 as the blue markers. For temperatures down to approximately 60 K, SH

remains constant within error i.e. both SH and R0 are virtually independent

of T. Graphs of ρAHExy against field along with the calculated dependence from

equation 6.7 using the measured Ms and ρxx with a single fit parameter SH are

shown in Figure 6.13 for the high temperature regime.

The two curves of ρAHExy and the dependence from equation 6.7 show good

agreement at high fields where both Ms and ρxx have saturated linearly. However

there exists a region depicted by the black arrows where the curves don’t

correspond well. This region follows the same field range as the feature in ρxx as

shown in Figure 6.14 for 160 K. Here the blue curve represents ρxx. The curves

for ρAHExy and the dependence from equation 6.7 in the intermediate range of

temperatures down to 80 K are shown in Figure 6.15. As the magnitude in the
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6.2. Anomalous Hall Effect

ρxx feature decreases (Figure 6.9(b)) then the show better agreement. Around 80

K almost exact agreement is seen between the curves of ρAHExy and the dependence

from equation 6.7, continuing to 60 K as shown in Figure 6.16 (a). Curves for

ρAHExy are shown in Figure 6.16(b) where a value of n=3.125± 0.2× 1022cm−3 is

assumed for 40 K and 30 K after being calculated for 10 K from the curves in

Figure 6.11. As one can see below approximately 50 K the fits has strongly

deviated from the data. The significance of the data and fits shall now be

discussed in the next section.
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Figure 6.13: The anomalous Hall resistivity ρAHExy against the effective field in
the sample, S3, shown as the coloured filled lines between 300 K and 200 K. The
dependence from equation 6.7 using the temperature independent scaling factor
SH are shown as open markers. The black arrows dictate the region where the
two curves show poor agreement.
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equation 6.7 using the temperature independent scaling factor SH are shown as
open markers. The blue curve represents the corresponding ρxx curve at 160 K.
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Figure 6.15: The anomalous Hall resistivity ρAHExy against the effective field in
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dependence from equation 6.7 using the temperature independent scaling factor
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Figure 6.16: The anomalous Hall resistivity ρAHExy against the effective field in the
sample, S3, shown as the coloured filled lines. The dependence from equation 6.7
using the temperature independent scaling factor SH are shown as open markers.

6.3 Discussion

Single crystals were succesfully isolated from the samples grown by Andrew Wills,

UCL. Laue patterns show good crystallinity and on the 3 samples measured

relatively high values of RRR are obtained. The crystal with the highest RRR,

S3, was used in all results reported here. The measured magnetisation curves in

in Figure 6.4 were corrected for a demagnetising factor of N = 0.69 to obtain the

curves in Figures 6.5 and 6.6 and the effective field on the sample throughout the

rest of the analysis.

An explanation of the how the demagnetising factor was determined is

analogous to the Meissner effect in a superconductor. For a superconductor in a

small applied field, the Meissner effect gives B = 0 in the materials interior, at

lengths deeper than the penetration. Similarly for an Ising ferromagnet where

locally the magnetisation is M = ±Ms, if small fields below saturation are

considered then for

B = µ0(H + M) (6.8)

then H = 0. For a small needle with uniform magnetisation within a larger
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sample there is an energy −µ0M.Heff where Heff is the field from all currents

outside the needle. Locally energy would be lowered by aligning M to Heff . For

a course grained ellipsoid M and H are uniform, therefore if there domains of

both type we must have Heff = 0. This is not just restricted to Ising magnets

and for the material as a whole,

Heff = Happ −NM (6.9)

and therefore M = Happ/N . Then measuring a sample in a magnetometer as done

here, raw curves of the type shown in Figure 6.4 are obtained. The demagnetising

factor is then obtained from the slope between ±Ms. Therefore if we plot M vs

Heff we would have an infinite slope for susceptibility, dM/dH, at the origin and

the magnetisation changes from −Ms to +Ms. In the case studied here a value

of N = 0.69 was obtained from Figure 6.4.

The magnetisation at low fields applied along the c-axis is shown in Figure 6.6

for all measured temperatures. At high temperatures shown in Figure 6.6 (a)

dM/dH is not infinite crossing the origin so it does not look like the case of

a ferromagnet described above. Previous measurements discussed in Chapter 5

showed the moments lay along the c-axis for polycrystalline samples at high

temperatures. However the moments at high temperature in the single crystal

measured here require an extra energy for putting M along the c-axis as shown in

Figure 6.6 (a). The moments are then clearly in the a-b plane at high temperature

in a single crystal. An applied field, Happ of almost 0.2 T is required to align the

spins along H. If we imagine the sample as an ellipsoid with the magnetisation

along one of its principle axis then there will be a demagnetising energy given by

E =
∫ NM2

2
µ0 (6.10)

for putting the moments along H. The applied field, Happ to turn the moments

is then

Happ =
NM

2
(6.11)

which gives a value of 0.28 T for M = 2µB per Fe, close agreement with the

measured Happ of 0.2 T.

The magnetisation curves at low fields for lower temperatures are then shown

in Figure 6.6 (b) and (c). At 100 K dM/dH is infinite at the origin for
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low values of magnetisation, there is then a component of the moments now

along the c-direction. As the temperature is decreased further below 80 K this

component along c quickly disappears as shown in Figure 6.6 (c). The magnetic

structure in the single crystals of Fe3Sn2 is then significantly different from

that of polycrystals. The difference is then accounted for by considering the

demagnetising factor of the plate shaped samples. At high temperatures the

moments are not along the c-axis but instead point towards the a-b plane. Upon

cooling the moments gain a component along the c-axis which maximises between

100 - 80 K. Below 80 K this component quickly decays and the moments rotate

back towards the a-b plane.

The measured anomalous Hall effect and magnetoresistance also show interest-

ing details. The temperature dependence of R0 is shown in Figure 6.12 as the red

markers, deduced from the slope of ρxy at high fields. In the range 300 K - 80 K

a carrier concentration of n = 1.45±0.15×1022cm−3 holes was calculated. This is

in relative agreement with previous experiments [80]. Values of R0Hs were then

substracted from ρxy to give curves of ρAHExy which has the dependence shown in

equation 6.7. Values of SH deduced from equation 6.7 are also shown in Figure

6.12 as the blue markers. SH and R0 are both temperature independent going

from 300 K to ≈ 70 K while in the same temperature range the resistivity of

the sample decreases ten fold. R0 and SH are then physically meaningful and

hence ρAHExy scales as a function of ρ2
xx and is independent of τ . The dominant

contribution to the AHE is then most likely the intrinsic effect. Attempts were

also made for a scaling relationship of ρxxMs to look for skew scattering. But no

significant improvement was seen in terms of the fit or scaling relationships.

The curves of ρAHExy in Figure 6.13 however show a clear anomaly when

compared to the curves of the dependence from equation 6.7. This anomaly

occurs over the same region the anomaly in magnetoresistance also occurs as

shown clearly in Figure 6.14. The difference between the curves of ρAHExy and the

dependence shown in equation 6.7 is denoted ρ∗xy given by

ρ∗xy = ρAHExy − SHρ2
xxMs. (6.12)

Curves of ρ∗xy normalised to the zero field resistivity, ρxx, squared are shown

in Figure 6.17. Normalisation to ρ2
xx was done due to its relationship with the

intrinsic Hall effect. If a topological Hall effect similiar to that seen in MnSi
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Figure 6.17: A graph of fits equal to SHρ
2
XXMs − ρAHExy normalised to the zero

field resisitivity ρ0 for a range of temperatures.

discussed in Chapter 5 was present, the total Hall resistivity would then be

ρxy = R0Hs + ρAHE + ρTxy (6.13)

where ρTxy is the topological Hall resistivity. Then ρTxy would be equal to ρ∗xy

described above.

The cause of the topological Hall effect like signal can’t be determined

without more knowledge of the magnetic structures involved. Field induced static

Skyrmions would cause a topological Hall effect like that seen in MnSi at ambient

pressure by Neubauer et al. [72] and high pressure by Ritz et al. [73] discussed in
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Chapter 5. The presence of Skyrmion excitations was recently predicted in the

Kagome lattice by Pereiro et al. [?], however the signal here is more suggestive

of static Skyrmions like those in MnSi. Ikoma et al also predicted possible exotic

magnetic phases in the Kagome lattice in the phase boundary between chiral and

ferromagnetic states. It would then be possible an exotic canted structure existed

in the region before magnetic saturation causing a topological Hall effect. This

would then fit our data quite well.

The temperature trend of the possible topological Hall effect follows well

with that of the magnetisation. At high temperature the magnetic moments

in the single crystal lay close to the a-b plane. Upon cooling a component of

magnetisation is seen along the c-axis. Corresponding to this is an increase in the

magnitude of the anomaly in magnetoresistance associated with the topological

Hall effect upon cooling, shown in Figure 6.8 (b). The magntiude of the anomaly

in magnetoresistance peaks at ≈ 160 K then disappears on further cooling

below 80 K, shown in Figure 6.9 (b). In the magnetisation data the increasing

component along c peaked at ≈ 100 K before decreasing dramatically again below

80 K. The magnetic structure causing the topological Hall effect may then require

a component along c that peaks around 160 K and as the c component grows

towards 100 K the topological Hall effect is decreased again.

However there could be other explanations for this inconsistency of Hall signal

with the magnetisation that does not involve a topological Hall effect. Changes

of the magnetic structure under low applied fields before saturation could cause

changes in the normal Hall effect and hence n. This could then also explain the

anomaly in magnetoresistance due to a change in n. Recently Nakatsuji et al. [84]

considered the anomalous Hall effect in a non-collinear anti-ferromagnet Mn3Ge

also with a hexagonal structure which gave a large signal. Such an effect could

also be present in Fe3Sn2.

The anomaly in magnetoresistance and topological Hall effect signal disap-

pears below approximately 70 K. A rotation towards the a-b plane is then evident

below 80 K in the magnetisation data shown in Figure 6.6 (c). The magnetisation,

Hall effect and magnetoresistance curves then indicate a magnetic transition has

taken place below 80 K. Fenner et al. [75] recently measured a re-entrant spin

glass below 80 K in Fe3Sn2 in polycrystalline samples. The single crystal sample

measured here may also be entering this spin glass state or another frustrated
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magnetic structure. Further work needs to be carried out to deduce the magnetic

structure causing the topological Hall effect signal and the structure below 80 K.

The size of the single crystal samples makes neutron diffraction difficult. Although

the detection of Skyrmions may be possible in a small angle neutron scattering

experiment. Magnetisation measurements for the field applied along the a-b

plane would provide some more evidence for the magnetic structure. Torque

magnetometry would also provide more information of the magnetic structure.

Some of these suggested experiments are to be carried in the near future.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Outlook

7.1 SnTe

Recently topological insulators have emerged as a major topic in condensed

matter physics and in this thesis an introduction was given to how these

states occur. The semiconductor SnTe belongs to the class of materials known

as crystalline topological insulators, where surface states are caused by Dirac

cones crossing the band gap. The states are produced by a band inversion

at the [1,1,1] direction L point and protected by the mirror symmetry of its

fcc crystal structure. However SnTe’s large free carrier concentration due

to non-stoichiometry make the surface states difficult to detect in transport

measurments. Other authors have however detected Dirac like bands just below

the Fermi energy in ARPES experiments [10].

Previous authors detected signs of a structural transition in SnTe driven by a

soft transverse optic phonon using a variety of different techniques. The structural

transition was predicted to be a displacement of the two fcc sublattices along the

[1,1,1] direction of the cube along with a corresponding rhombohedral shear angle.

This transition was then expected to be ferroelectric in nature with a polar axis

being formed by the displacement. There were no previous reports on succesfully

measured ferroelectricty in SnTe due to the signal being drowned out by its high

number of free carriers.

High quality single crystal samples of SnTe were grown that showed an

anomaly in resistivity on cooling associated with a structural transition to the

rhombohedral phase. Inelastic scattering was carried out on a single crystal
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sample to measure its phonon dispersion curves throughout all high symmetry

directions within the Brillouin zone at 300 K. DFT calculations carried out

by Andreas Hermann matched well with the measured data. Upon cooling

softening of the transverse optic phonon was measured near the zone centre.

By extrapolation of linear fits to the data, an estimate of the phonon energy

was made at the zone centre. At 75 K the phonon energy had decreased to zero

indicating the lattice had become unstable. Upon further cooling the phonon

energy was seen to recover to higher energies again at a rate almost 5 times

faster than the softening. The recovery indicated a 2nd order phase transition to

a lower symmetry phase had taken place with a frozen in coordinate forming a

polar axis. This is the first reported measurement of the structural transition in

SnTe showing its ferroelectric nature.

Experiments carried out under high hydrostatic pressures showed the fer-

roelectric transition was suppressed above 6 kbar. Quantum oscillations were

used as a probe in determining the extremal Fermi surface area in both the

ferroelectric and fcc phases. In the ferroelectric phase 4 oscillation frequencies

were measured in contrast to a single frequency measured in the fcc phase under

high pressure. The ferroelectric transition then also causes a distortion of the

Fermi surface. Why there are 4 different frequencies instead of just 2 due to the

formation of the polar axis is still to be determined, although further change in

Fermi surface shape could also cause another doubling leading to 4. Fermi surface

calculations are ongoing. An increase of effective mass from m∗ = 0.25± 0.03me

to m∗ = 0.30 ± 0.03me going from the ferroelectric to fcc is also detected from

the temperature damping of the quantum oscillations. Further evidence of the

change in effective mass was seen in the velocity of sound deduced from acoustic

phonon branches. This increase corresponds to the band gap opening in the fcc

phase. A change in electron-phonon coupling in the soft TO phonon going from

fcc phase to the ferroelectric phase was also measured corresponding to a possible

shift in the bandgap accoding to previous results [19].

Large changes in the measured Hall resisitivity were seen following the

suppression of the ferroelectric phase with pressure. This may be accounted for by

considering the various contributions each pocket in the distorted Fermi surface

makes to the carrier concentration. However there is also a significant change in

the curvature of the Hall resistivity after ferroelectric suppression at low fields.
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The curvature may correspond to more than one band contributing to the Hall

signal of different conductivities. A high conductivity band corresponding to

a surface state in the Hall signal of SmB6 has recently been reported [61]. A

similiar high conductivity band may be the cause of the curvature seen in our

measurements from the surface states in SnTe. In the ferroelectric phase surface

states still exist according to the theoretical predication [11]. However in the fcc

phase more symmetry and hence surface states exist. Therefore the conductivity

of the surface band becomes higher in the fcc phase giving the change in measured

curvature. Multiband models are ongoing to fit the measured Hall resistivity.

As well as the multiband model other future work includes a close comparison

with band structure and Fermi surface calculations. A repeat of the experiment

under pressure for different crystals and orientations would provide more evidence

for the change in Hall resistivity curvature and multiband theory. The surface

states in SnTe are predicted to be quantum Hall like [11], so a measurement to

higher fields may reveal signals that could be attributed to this state as done

recently in Bi2Se3 using quantum oscillations [85].

7.2 Fe3Sn2

The anomalous Hall effect in ferromagnets has been a recurring problem in

condensed matter physics due to its many contributions. Both intrinsic and

extrinsic effects have been introduced in this thesis. Particular emphasis was

placed on the topological nature of the intrinsic effect caused by the Bloch band

Berry curvature. Topological Hall effects caused by real space Berry phases in

exotic magnetic structures such as Skyrmions in MnSi are also discussed. The

material Fe3Sn2 which has a bilayer Kagome lattice was discussed with respect

to its canted magnetic structure upon cooling in polycrystals. Previous reports

measured the moments to point along the c-axis at high temperatures then rotate

towards the a-b plane on cooling before entering a spin glass phase at 80 K [75].

The anomalous Hall effect was investigated in single crystals of Fe3Sn2 grown

by Andrew Wills, UCL. Magnetisation measurements indicate for single crystal

samples the moments lay in the a-b plane at high temperatures rather than along

the c-axis. The difference is accounted for by considering the demagnetising

factor for the plate shaped single crystals. A component along the c axis is then
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measured upon cooling cooling towards 100 K. Below 80 K the component along

the c-axis decreases rapidly corresponding to a rotation back towards the a-b

plane.

In the region between 300 K - 80 K the anomalous Hall effect is strongly

intrinsic. An anomaly in the magnetoresistance and anomalous Hall effect is also

measured that may correspond to a topological Hall effect. The magnitude of

the anomaly increases on cooling to ≈ 160 K before decreasing on further cooling

and disappearing below 70 K. The cause of this topological Hall like signal is

unknown but may be due to an exotic magnetic structure such as Skyrmions.

Recently Skyrmion excitations were predicted in the Kagome lattice [81], however

the measured signal is more like that caused by static Skyrmions in MnSi. Other

exotic magnetic structures are predicted to be possible in the Kagome lattice when

exchange between itinerant and localised spins is considered [82]. More knowledge

of the magnetic structure in the low field region is then required to know the cause

of the suspected topological Hall effect. Below 80 K magnetisation, Hall effect

and magnetoresistance data show a new magnetic phase has been entered. This

may be the spin glass phase previously seen in polycrystals [75].

More experiments are needed to deduce the magnetic structures in single

crystals of Fe3Sn2. Sample size makes neutron diffraction difficult although

currently attempts are being made to grow larger samples. Small angle neutron

scattering may be useful to detect the presence of Skyrmions although no attempts

have yet been made. Specific heat measurements are also currently being carried

out to gain more information on the transition at 80 K. Further magnetisation

measurements for the field applied along the a-b plane are also being carried

out. Torque magnetometry would be a useful probe in this material to deduce

the moment rotations as well as a close comparison with theory to determine

magnetic structures as well as bandstructures.
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